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PREFACE 
The present dissertation is devoted to the study of variational inequalities. 
The theory of variational inequalities was initiated by G. Stampacchia [96] 
and G. Fichera [34], separately in the early sixties during the investigations 
of problems of mechanical and potential theory, respectively. This theory 
has become a powerful and effective tool in studying a wide class of 
problems arising a various branches of mathematical, physical and 
engineering sciences. In the last four decades this theory has enjoyed 
vigorous growth and has attracted the attention of a large number of 
mathematicians, engineers, economists and physicists. 
In 1967, Stampacchia and Lions [95] has established first general 
theorem for existence and uniqueness of the solution of variational 
inequality problem. 
In 1973, A. Bensoussan [11] introduced a new class of variational 
inequalities known to quasivariational inequalities arising in the study of 
impulse control theory. Quasivariational inequalities are also applicable in 
the problems of optimization, economics and decision science. 
In 1980, F. Giannessi [38] introduced an important class of 
variational inequalities, known as vector variational inequalities. Since then 
it has been extended and generalized by a number of mathematicians with 
the application to a wide class of vector equilibrium problems such as traffic 
problems, multi-objective optimization problems, etc. 
In 1989, Parida, Sahoo and Kumar [83] introduced a class of 
variational inequalities, known as variational-like inequalities arising in the 
study of non-convex optimization problems. 
Variational and quasivariational inequalities are very powerful tools 
of the current mathematical technology and have become a rich source of 
inspiration for scientists and engineers because their diverse forms serve as 
mathematical models to a large number of interesting phenomena occurring 
in various important fields. Though there exists adequate literature on the 
theory of variational and quasivariational inequalities and their applications 
to different areas, the numerical solutions of variational and quasi-
variational inequalities in terms of nonlinear operators are still unexplored 
fields. 
The main objectives of this dissertation is to discuss the results based 
on the references [40], [42], [44], [47], [60], [65], [72], [78], [104]. The 
dissertation comprises of five chapters and each chapter consists of various 
sections. 
In chapter-I, we have given some basic definitions and results, which 
are needed in the study of subsequent chapters, the brief survey of 
variational inequalities, variational formulation of some optimization and 
physical problems. 
In chapter-II, we studied a new existence theorem for variational 
inequalities over a general nonempty closed and convex set. Further, we 
present the new notion of exceptional family of elements and establish a 
theorem of alternative. 
In chapter-Ill, we deal with mixed quasi-variational inequalities 
which are equivalent to implicit fixed-point problems, we suggest and 
analyze a new self-adaptive resolvent technique to study the existence and 
the problem with the help of pseudomonotonicity. 
In chapter-IV, we have discussed the (S)l condition to multivalued 
mapping in an ordered Housdorff topological vector space and some 
existence results for vector variational inequalities. 
In chapter-V, the auxiliary principle technique is extended to study 
the generalized strongly nonlinear mixed variational-like inequality problem 
for setvalued mappings without compact values and the existence of a 
solution of the original problem and the convergence of iterative sequence 
generated by algorithms. 
In the end a comprehensive bibliography of references is presented. 
CHAPTER! 
PRELIMINARIES 
1.1 INTRODUCTION: 
In this chapter, we give a brief survey of theory of variational 
inequalities, the variational formulation of some optimization and 
engineering problems and review the concepts and results, which are 
needed for the presentation of subsequent chapters. 
1.2 BRIEF SURVEY OF THEORY OF VARIATIONAL 
INEQUALITIES: 
Variational concepts play a fundamental role in the theory of 
partial differential equations. Variational formulations can serve not 
only to unify diverse fields but also to suggest new theories. They also 
provide a powerful mean for studying the existence of solutions to 
partial differential equations. Variational methods are usually used for 
approximations. Recently variational theory has been enriched by the 
development of the theory of variational inequalities. 
The theory of variational inequalities was initiated by G. 
Stampacchia [96] and G. Fichera [34], separately in the early sixties 
during the investigations of problems of mechanical and potential 
theory, respectively. This theory has become a powerful and effective 
tool in studying a wide class of problems arising a various branches of 
mathematical, physical and engineering sciences. In the last four 
decades this theory has enjoyed vigorous growth and has attracted the 
attention of a large number of mathematicians, engineers, economists 
and physicists. 
In 1967, Stampacchia and Lions [95] has established first 
general theorem for existence and uniqueness of the solution of 
variational inequality problem. 
In 1973, A. Bensoussan [11] introduced a new class of 
variational inequalities known to quasivariational inequalities arising 
in the study of impulse control theory. Quasivariational inequalities are 
also applicable in the problems of optimization, economics and 
decision science. 
In 1980, F. Giannessi [38] introduced an important class of 
variational inequalities, known as vector variational inequalities. Since 
then it has been extended and generalized by a number of 
mathematicians with the application to a wide class of vector 
equilibrium problems such as traffic problems, multi-objective 
optimization problems, etc. 
In 1989, Parida, Sahoo and Kumar [83] introduced a class of 
variational inequalities, known as variational-like inequalities arising 
in the study of non-convex optimization problems. 
There is available a large number of research monographs, 
proceeding and books dealings with the various aspects of the theory of 
variational inequalities and its applications in mechanics, optimization, 
optimal control, engineering, physics, economics etc. See for example 
Aubin [6], Baiocchi and Capelo [7], Barbu [9], Bensoussan and Lions 
[11], Ciarlet [23], Cottele, Giannessi and Lions [27], Crank [29], 
Duvant and Lions [32], Giannessi [35], Glowinski [41], Glowinski-
Lions and Tremolieres [40], Kikuchi and Oden [53], Kinderlehrer and 
Stampacchia [54], Mosco [62], Panagiotopoulos [82], Patrikson [84]. 
Now we discuss some important classes of variational 
inequalities. 
Let H he a Hilbert space with inner product (.,.). Let ||.|| denote 
the norm induced by inner product; let (.,.) denote the duality pairing 
between H* and H, where H* is the topological dual of H and let K be 
a nonempty closed convex subset of H. Given that T, A are nonlinear 
operators on H into H*; a(.,.) is a real-valued bilinear form on H and 
FGH* is fixed. Then we give the following important classes of 
variational inequalities arising in the study of various problems of 
mathematical, physical and engineering sciences etc. 
Class 1.2.1: [Stampacchia-Lions] Find xeA" such that 
a{x,y-x)>{F.y-x), VyeK. (1.2.1) 
For applications and other details, see [29, 40, 54]. 
Class 1.2.2: [Stampacchia-Hartman-Browder] Find xeK such that 
{nx),y-x) > {F,y-x), \fy e K. (1.2.2) 
For applications, see [14, 43] 
Class 1.2.3 Find xeK such that 
{nx),y-x) > {A(x).y-x), \/yGK. (1.2.3) 
For applications, see example [53, 92]. 
Class 1.2.4 Find xeK such that 
{T(x),y-x) + ^ (x,y)- ^x, x) > {A{x),y-x), ^y e K, (1.2.4) 
where ^{. , .): H x H ^ R u{+c»} closed convex lower semicontinuous 
function. For applications, see [7, 92]. 
Class 1.2.5: [Bensoussan-Lions] Find xeK(x) such that 
{T(x),y-x) > {Aix),y-x), V>; G Kix), (1.2.5) 
where K: H ^ 2 . We call it quasivariational inequality. For 
applications, see [6, 7, 40, 62]. 
Class 1.2.6: [Giannessi] Let P cz Y he a. cone such that P ^ (p, where 
in\A denotes interior of a set 4^. Then the vector variational inequality 
problem is: 
Find XQ e K such that 
{T{x^),x-x,)€-miPI{Q}, Vx e K (1.2.6) 
where (7'(jc),>') denotes the evaluation of the linear operators T{x) at y. 
Hence {T(x),.) e Y. For applications, see [38, 35]. 
Class 1.2.7: [Parida-Sahoo-Kumar] Given two nonlinear mappings 
T: H -^ H and r\:K-xK-^ H, then find xeK such that 
(Tiy)My,x))>0, VyeK (1.2.7) 
we call it variational-like inequality problem, see [83]. 
Let X and Y be ordered Banach spaces, let K c, X be nonempty 
closed and convex. Given a mapping T: K -> L(X, Y) where L{X,Y) is 
the space of all linear continuous operators from X into Y. 
Class 1.2.8 Find XQ e AT such that 
{Tixo),x-Xa)^-\ntP,VxeK (1.2.8) 
for applications, see [19] and references therein. 
1.3 VARIATIONAL FORMULATION OF SOME OPTIMIZATION 
AND PHYSICAL PROBLEMS: 
Optimization Problem 1.3.1: Let/: [a, b] -> /? be a differential real 
valued function on the closed interval I=[a, b]. We seek the point XQ el 
such that 
i.e y(xo) = inf fix) 
is equivalent to finding a solution of a variational inequality. 
We know that 
(i) ifa<xo<b, then/(xo) = 0; 
(ii) if JCo= a, then/(jco) ^ 0; and 
(iii) ifxo=b, then/(xo) < 0; 
from this we observe that 
(f(xo), x-xo)> 0, Vx € /. 
that is, xo is a solution of class (1.2.1), where 
F=0,aix,y-x)^(f(x),y-x) 
= {B(x),y-x) 
or, Xois a solution of class (1.2.2), where F= 0, T = f, (.,.) =(.,.) as R 
= R* and B =f : R-> Ris a linear functional. 
Remark 1.3.1: Le t /be a differentiable real-valued function defined on 
the closed convex set K of R . Then finding the minima o f / i s seeking 
the point XQ e K such that 
/[xo) = inf y(x) 
xeK 
Axo)<Ax), VxeK. 
is equivalent to finding the point XQ G K which are solutions of class 
(1.2.1) or class (1.2.2). 
Obstacle Problem 1.3.2 [92]: Let us consider a body A c R^, which 
we shall call the obstacle and two points P\ and P2 not belong to A (see 
Fig.(1.3.1)). Let us connect P\ and P2 by a weightless elastic string 
5 
whose points cannot penetrate A. We want to study the shape of the 
string. Suppose that the boundary of A is a Cartesian curve of the 
equation y e i//{x) and furthermore, 
y 
y=^{x) 
Figure (1.3.1) 
«(0) = w(/) = 0, (1.3.1) 
if ;^  = u(x) is the shape assumed by the string. Since the string connects 
F, and P2 
u{x) < y/(x) 
Because the string does not penetrate the obstacle 
u"(x) > 0 
(1.3.2) 
(1.3.3) 
and because the string being elastic and weightless must assume a 
convex shape and 
u{x) <i//ix)^u 'Ix) = 0 (1.3.4) 
(i.e., where it does not touch the obstacle the string takes a linear 
space) since the string tends to assume the shape with it minimum 
possible length (in particular where there is no obstacle this would be 
/); (1.3.1), (1.3.2), (1.3.3) and (1.3.4) are equivalent to (1.3.1), (1.3.2), 
(1.3.3) and (1.3.5) with 
[u{x)- i^x)]u"(x) = 0, (1.3.5) 
because if (1.3.4) is true then either u(x) - if/{x) = 0 or u"(x) = 0, and 
hence (1.3.5) is true, and if this true then when u(x) ^ ^^x), we must 
have u"{x) = 0 and (1.3.2) implies that u{x) ^ y/{x). Expansions 
(1.3.1), (1.3.2), (1.3.3) and (1.3.5) constitute a mathematical 
formulation of the physical problem that we are dealing equivalently, 
find u e K such that 
a(M, V - w) > F(v - M), VV e / : (1.3.6) 
where 
H:= H^(0,1), K:={v e //J(0, /) : u(x) < H/(X), VX e [0, 1]} 
a(u,v)= juv'dx,F(v) = 0 (1.3.7) 
0 
1.4 DEFINITIONS AND RESULTS: 
In this section, we review the basic definitions and results, which 
are needed for the study of the results presented in the subsequent 
chapters. 
Definition 1.4.1 [13]: Let ^ b e real Banach space. A nonempty subset 
P ofXis said to be 
(a) Cone if P + P = P and XP = P for any real nonempty A, > 0, 
(b) Pointed cone if P is cone and P n (-P) = {0}; 
(c) Connected if P u (-P) = X; 
(d) Reproduced if P - P = X. 
Definition 1.4.2 [18]: Let P be a cone in Banach space X. Then the 
polar cone of P, denoted by P* is defined as 
P* = {x*eX*:(x*,x)>0, \/xeP} 
where X* is the topological dual space of X 
Definition 1.4.3: A mapping T: H -^ H is called 
(i) monotone if (r(A:)-r(:v),x-:v)^0, \/x, y & H; (1-4.1) 
(ii) strictly monotone if 
{T(x)-Tiy),x-y) = 0 implies x->;, \f x,yGH; (1.4.2) 
(iii) strongly monotone if there exists a constant y > 0 such that 
{Tix)-ny),x-y)>r\\x-yf,\/ x,y e H; (1.4.3) 
(iv) Lipschitz continuous if there exists a constant s > 0 such that 
||r(x)-r(>')||<5||x->;||, V x,y e H- (1.4.4) 
Remark 1.4.1: If Tis a-strongly monotone, then we have 
\\Tix)-ny)\\>a\\x-y\\, V x, y e H; (1.4.5) 
T satisfies (1.4.5) is called a-expanding and for a = 1, it is called 
expanding. 
Definition 1.4.4 [58]: Let JiT be a Banach space with its topological 
dual X*, let A!^  be a nonempty convex subset of X and T-.K^^X* be an 
operator. Then 
(i) T is said to be monotone if for any x.yeK, 
{Tix)-T(y),x-y)>0; 
(ii) r i s said to be pseudomonotone if for any x,y&K, 
(Tix),y- x)>0 implies that (Tiy), y-x)>0; 
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Theorem 1.4.1 [97): For any x,yeH, we have 
2 
+ M>-{^ (1.4.6) 
Lemma 1.4.2 [97]: Let x,yeH, then we have 
M = 5[l-H'-Wr-M'l (1-4.7) 
Definition 1.4.5: Let F be a mapping from a nonempty set X into itself. 
A point xeX is called fixed-point of F if 
F(x) = jc. 
Definition 1.4.6 [91]: Let A' be a metric space with metric d. A 
mapping F:X-^X is called contraction mapping, if 
d(Fix),Fiy)) < ad{x,y\ yx,y^X 
for some a, 0 < a < 1. If a =1, then the mapping is non expansive. 
Example 1.4.1 [91]: Let X = {xeXlx>\}c:R be a metric space with 
usual metric and F:X-^X 
X 1 
defined by F(x) = - + -, 
2 X 
then F is a contractive mapping 
Theorem 1.4.3 [91]: (Banach Contraction Principle) Every 
contraction self-mapping F defined on a complete metric space X has a 
unique fixed-point. 
Theorem 1.4.4 [90]: Let AT be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of 
a Hilbert space H. Then for all z € H, there exists unique u e K such 
that 
||z-«|| = inf||z-v|| (1.4.8) 
Definition 1.4.7: The point u satisfying (1.4.8) is called the projection 
of z onto K and we write 
Lemma 1.4.5 [62]; If ATis a nonempty, closed and convex subset of// 
and z is a given point in H, then u e K satisfies the inequality 
{M-z,v-M)>0,VveA: 
if and only if u = Pk(z) (1.4.9) 
where P^ is the projection of ^ on to K. 
Lemma 1.4.6 [62]: The mapping Pk defined by (1.4.9) is non 
expansive, i.e, 
\\P,(u)-P,(v)\\<lf4-v\\yu,veH. 
Lemma 1.4.7 [68]: If A;^ (M) = m(u) + K and A!^  is a non empty, closed 
and convex subset of//, then for all u, v G H; 
Pk(„)V = miu) + />k(v - miu)) (1.4.10) 
where m : / / - > / / is a mapping. 
Definition 1.4.8 [5]: A multivalued mapping T : X —> 2^ (X and Y are 
topological vector space) is called upper semi continuous (u.s.c.) at XQ 
eX, if for any neighborhood N{T{xo)) of T(xo), there exists a 
neighborhood N{xo) of JCQ such that 
T(x) c N(T(xo)), Vx eN(xo) 
Definition 1.4.9 [5]: A multivalued mapping T : X -^ 2^ (X and Y are 
topological vector space) is called lower semi continuous (l.s.c.) at XQ 
eX, if for any yo e T(xo) and for any neighborhood N(yo) of yo, there 
exists a neighborhood N(XQ) of XQ such that 
T(x) n T(y) * ^, Vx eAr(xo). 
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Definition 1.4.10 [5] A multivalued mapping T : X -^ 2^ {X and Y are 
topological vector space) is said to be continuous at XQ e X, if it is both 
u.s.c and l.s.c at XQ. T is said to be continuous on X, if it is continuous 
at every point x&X. 
Remark 1.4.2: 
(i) Every upper semicontinuous multivalued mapping is closed. 
(ii) A multivalued mapping is closed if its graph is closed. 
Theorem 1.4.8 [1]: If A!^  be nonempty convex subset of a Hausdorff 
topological vector space X, let P,Q:K ^ 2 be two multivalued 
mappings assume that the following conditions hold: 
(i) for each or e AT, co{P{x)) c Q(x) and P{x) is nonempty. 
( i i )A :=u{ in tK / ' " ' 0 ) : ye i i : } 
(iii) If AT is not compact, assume that there exists a nonempty, compact, 
convex subset B of K and a nonempty compact subset D of K such that 
for each x e K\D there exists >/G 5 such that x& int K P~\y). Then 
there exists 
X E: K such that x e Q(x). 
Definition 1.4.11 [26]: A multivalued mapping A^  : ^ -> 2" is said to 
be :W-Lipschitz continuous if there exists a constant y > 0 such that 
^(N(x), N(y)) < y\\x-y\\, for all x, y e H; 
where 9{(. , .) is a Hausdorff metric on H. 
Definition 1.4.12: A multivalued mapping N : H -^ 2^ is called 
(i) monotone if ( M - V , X - ^ ) > 0 , yx,y & H; 
(ii) strictly monotone if {u-v,x-y) = 0, implies x= y, ^x,y e H; 
11 
(iii) strongly monotone if there exists a constant r > 0 such that 
{«-v,jf-^)^r|)jc->'| , \/x,y e H; u e N(x), v e N(y). 
(iv) maximal monotone if and only if A^  is monotone and there is no 
other monotone mapping whose graph contains strictly the graph of A^ . 
Lemma 1.2.9 [8]; Let B be a reflexive Banach space endowed with 
strictly convex norm and ^ : fi->/?u{+oo} be proper, convex, lower 
semicontinuous function. Then the subdifferential mapping ^<p : 5-> 
2^* is maximal monotone. 
Definition 1.4.13 [4, 102]: Let A: H -^ 2^ be maximal monotone 
mapping. For any fixed p > 0, the mapping J (x): H -> H defined by 
j ; ( x ) = ( I+pA)- ' (x) , V x e / / ; 
is called resolvent operator of A; where / stands for the identity 
mapping on H. 
The resolvent operator J {x) is a single-valued and 
nonexpansive. 
i.e. 
since the subdifferential ^^ of a proper, convex, lower semicontinuous 
function (f> : H — > / ? u { + o o } i s a maximal monotone multivalued 
mapping, it follows that the resolvent operator J^" of index p of d^ is 
given by 
/ ; ( x ) = (I + pa(t))-'(:c), V x e / / 
Definition 1.4.14 [18]: htiX,Yht Banach spaces, then the mapping 
f:X^*'Y\s said to be 
(a) Frechet differentiable at XQE:X, if there exists a linear bounded 
operator DJ{XQ) such that 
12 
lim 11/(^0+^)-/(^o)-(^A:>:o),x)| | ^ ^ 
\\x\\ 
(b) Gateaux differentiable if for any y€:X, the lim(/(x + fy)-/(x))// 
f-»0 
exists. The limit is called the Gateaux derivate of / at x, denoted by 
{f'ix),y). 
Lemma 1.4.10 [18]: If F is Frechet differentiable on a Banach space X 
then the following properties are equivalent: 
( i ) / i s convex; 
(ii) ny)-f(x)>{Dnx),y-x). yx,yeX. 
Definition 1.4.15 A vector space X over the field K(R or C) equipped 
with a topology is said to be a topological vector space, if the 
mappings 
(a) XxX->X: {x,y)->x+y; 
(b) KxX-^X: (a^)^ajc, 
are continuous. 
Definition 1.4.16 [51] Let D be a subset of a topological vector space 
X. A mapping T:D -> 2^ is called Knaster- Kuratowski-Mazurkiewiez 
mapping (KKM-mapping). if for each nonempty finite subset 
n 
{xi,X2,X3, XnlcAwehave co(xi,X2,X3, x„} c \^T{xi). 
(=1 
Theorem 1.4.11 [52]: (KKM-Fan Theorem) Let £ be a subset of a 
topological vector space X and let F : E ->2'' be a KKM-mapping. If for 
each X e E, F{x) is closed and for atleast one x e E, F{x) is compact, 
then 
n Fix) ^ <p. 
xeE 
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Theorem 1.4.12 [31j: Let K be nonempty and convex subset of a 
topological vector space X and \t\. G : K ->2'^ be a set-valued mapping 
such that 
(i) for all X & K, G(x) is compactly closed i.e for each compact set D of 
K, G(x) n D is closed in D; 
(ii) G is a KKM-mapping; 
(iii) there exits a nonempty compact convex subset L of K and a 
nonempty and compact subset of D of K, such that for all y e K\D, 
there is x e co(L(j{y}) satisfying y g G(x). 
then Z) n ( n G{x)) ^ <p. 
Theorem 1.4.13 [56J:(Kneser) Let AT be a nonempty and convex subset 
of a vector space and let A' be a nonempty, compact and convex subset 
of a Hausdorff topological vector space. Suppose that the functional/: 
K X K : ^ R he such that for each fixed z eK, J{z, .) is lower 
semicontinuous and convex and that, for each fixed xeX, f{.,x) is 
concave. Then 
minsup/(z,j[:) = supmin/(z,x). 
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CHAPTER-2 
GENERALIZATION OF AN EXISTENCE THEOREM 
FOR VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES 
2.1 INTRODUCTION: 
In this chapter, the study of a new existence theorem for variational 
inequalities over a general nonempty closed and convex set, which is a 
generalization of the well known More's Existence Theorem for 
nonlinear complimentarity problems. Furthermore, we present the new 
notion of exceptional family of elements and obtain a theorm of the 
alternative. 
Let KczR" be a nonempty, closed and convex set and let 
f:R"->R" be a mapping. The variational inequality, denoted by 
VI(K,f), is to find a vector x*eK such that 
(x-x*,f(x*)}>0, >/xeK. 
When K is closed and convex cone, VI{K,f) reduces to the well-
known complementarity problem. The complementarity problem and 
VI(K,f) have been studied extensively due to their successful 
applications in fields such as equilibrium theory of economics, control 
theory, game theory, transportation and operations research. The 
development of solution conditions for the complementarity problem 
and VI(K,f) has played a very important role in theory, algorithms and 
practical applications of the problems. So far, a large number of 
existence results have been proposed in the literature, see Marker and 
Pang [42]. 
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It is well known that the notion of exceptional family of 
elements has become a powerful tool for investigating the solvability 
of the complementarity problem, see G. Isac [46,48,49,50,105] and 
VI(K,f) in Y.B. Zhao [103,106,107]. Recently, Y.B. Zhao [104] 
introduced the notion of exceptional family of elements for VI(K,f), 
over a general nonempty closed convex set. A very general existence 
theorem was given as follows: 
Proposition: 2.1.1 [104): Let ^be a closed and convex set in R". L e t / 
be a continuous function from R" into itself and let S := Bi^O*(K), 
where B:={xeR" :\\x\\=\} and 0*(K) denotes the recession cone of the 
set K. Let the following conditions be satisfied: 
(i) / i s strictly copositive on S; i.e., x'' ( / ( J C ) - / ( 0 ) ) > 0 
holds for all xeS; 
(ii) there exists a mapping c:R^-^R such that ciX) -> oo as X, -> QO 
such that 
x'[f(^) - /(O)] > c(X)x'[nx) - /(O)] 
holds for all jce cone(A') and sufficiently large X>0; 
(iii) 0 € ^ . 
Then, there exists a solution to VI(K,f) and the solution set is 
compact. 
2.2 EXAMPLE: We investigate first the following example. 
Example 2.2.1: Consider the following variational inequality: 
(yi(K,F)) find a vector x*&K such that 
<x-x*,F(x*)>>0, VxeZ, 
where K - {{k,2): A: > 0} and 
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x,(x. -2)' 
F{x):^ " ' ' (2.2.1) 
[x,(x,-2y\ 
where xy={x^,X2)' e R^. 
Obviously, FiR^^R^ is a continuous function and Z is a nonempty 
closed convex set in R . We consider the following four cases. 
Case I: We first show that VI(K,F) has an unbounded solution set. By 
(2.2.1), we have 
x^Fix) = x^ix^-2)'+x,X2{x2-2)\ (2.2.2) 
which implies that x'F(x) = 0 holds for all xe K; 
hence, each point of K is a solution of VI{K,F), 
i.e. VI(K,F) has an unbounded solution set. 
Case I I : We show that condition (i) of proposition (2.1.1) is satisfied. 
It is not difficult to see that 
0*(K) = {(k,0):k>0}. 
By noting that S = BnO*(K), 
where 5 := {jc e i?" :|| x ||= 1}, we have 
S ={(1,0)}. From F(0)=0 [see (2.2.1) and (2.2.2)],we obtain 
x'^[F(x)-FiO)] = x'Fix)=x,X2ix,-2y~ +xf(x, - 2 ) ^ (2.2.3) 
which yields (1,0)[F((1,0)'^  - F(0)] = 4 > 0. 
This indicates that the function F is strictly copositve on S . 
Case I I I : We show that condition (ii) of proposition (2.1.1) is 
satisfied. By (2.2.1), we have 
JC ' (F(AJC)-F(0)) = X''F(AJC) = ^,'(?VJC2 - 2 ) ' +Ajf,X2(XjC2 - 2 ) ^ (2.2.4) 
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Since Cone(Z)c /?^^ it follows from (2.2.3) that 
x'^[F(jc)-F(0)]>0 
holds for any xe Cone(A^). For any xe Cone(Z), we have 
either x^  > 1 or Xj e [0,1). 
If Xj > 1, then (Xxj - 2 ) ' > (x^  - 2 ) ' holds for all X>2, 
hence X' '[F(XX)-F(0)]>XJC'^[F(X)-F(0)] (2.2.5) 
holds for all X, > 2. If x^  €[0,1), then when X2=0, it is easy to see that 
(2.2.5) holds trivially; when x^ e(0,l), it follows from Xj <+oo that there 
exists a scalar X,* > 0 such that 
(Axj - 2)' > (x2 - 2)^, holds for all X e [X*,-HO) . 
Together with (2.2.3) and (2.2.4), this implies that (2.2.5) holds for all 
X > X,*. Thus, condition (ii) of proposition (2.1.1) holds, where 
ciX):=X. 
Case IV: Finally, we show that condition (iii) of proposition (2.1.1) is 
not satisfied. This result is obvious since (0,0) g K . 
The above discussions demonstrate that it is impossible to 
remove the condition OeK from proposition (2.1.1) without destroying 
the result. Thus, a natural question is whether of not this condition can 
be further weakened. In order to answer this question, we introduce 
first the new concept of exceptional family of elements and establish a 
theorem of the alternative for VI{K,f). 
2.3 THEOREM OF THE ALTERNATIVE: 
We use the following notation: | | | | denotes the Euclidean-norm; 
P^{) denotes the projection operation on the closed convex set K. Let 
DaR" be an open bounded set; the closure and boundary of D are 
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denoted by D and dD, respectively. Let C{D) denote the linear space 
of continuous functions from D ^ R". Let deg(f,D,y) denote the 
topological degree associated with/, D, y, 
where f^C(D), yeR\ yif{dD). 
In addition, by the well-known Hartman-Stampacchia [43], we know 
that VI{K,f) has a solution if K is bounded; thus, we assume always 
that K is unbounded throughout in this chapter. 
We introduce now a new version of the concept of exceptional 
family of elements for VI(K,f). The concept of exceptional family of 
elements for the complementarity problem was originally introduced 
by Isac, Bulavski and Kalashnikov [49], which is an extension of the 
T.E. Smith [94] concept of exceptional sequence and Isac concept of 
exceptional sequence under the name of opposite radial sequence. For 
the variational inequality over a general nonempty closed convex set in 
R", the concept of exceptional family of elements for the problem was 
originally introduced by Y.B. Zhao [104]. Further developments can be 
found in Isac and Zhao [45]. Our concept of exceptional family of 
elements for VI(K,f) is different from those proposed in Y.B. Zhao 
[104] and Isac and Zhao [45] and is given below: 
Definition 2.3.1: Let xeR" be an arbitrary given vector. A sequence 
{x'}r>o is said to be an exceptional family of elements for VI(K,f) with 
respect to x, if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) II x' \\-^ CO, as r-> oo; 
(ii) x'-xeK; 
(iii) there exists t^ e (0,1) such that, for any r >\ (P^ (0) \ x) \, 
-[/{x- -i) + (\-t,){x' -i)]eN,(x' -X), (2.3.1) 
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where N^ix' -x) denotes the normal cone of the set A^  at x' -x. 
The normal cone A^^ (•) is defined by 
[O, otherwise. 
Next, we establish a theorem of the alternative for VI(K,f) by 
using the above concept and the homotopy invariance theorem. The 
homotopy function H: /?"*' -> R" is defined by 
Hix,t) = tix-i) + (\-t)ix-P,ix-fix))), te[0,\], 
where xeK or R" (take x = 0 for complementarity problem). In this 
chapter, we utilize a quite different homotopy function, by means of 
which we establish a new theorem of the alternative for VI(K,f). To 
prove this theorem, the following four lemmas are useful. 
Lemma 2.3.1 [60]: Let D be an open, bounded subset of R" and let 
/eC(D) be one-to-one. If pe/(D), the deg(f,D,p) = ± 1. 
Lemma 2.3.2 [60]: Let D(^R" be an open bounded set; let 
H:Dx[0,\]czR"*' -^R" be a homotopy. Denote H{x,t) = H,ix) for 
/e[0,l]. If yeR" and if yi{H,ix):xedD} for re [0,1], then 
deg{H(.,t),D,y) is independent of re[0,1]. 
Lemma 2.3.3 [60, 81]: Let DaR" be an open bounded set, and let 
f:DczR"->R" be a continuous function. If yeR",y^fidD) and 
dcg(f,D,y)^0, then/{x)=y has a solution in D. 
Lemma (2.3.4) [42, 33]: Let x* be a solution of VI(K,f) if and only if 
x* = P^(x*-fix*)). 
Now, we discuss the theorem of the alternative for VI(K,f). 
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Theorem 2.3.1: Let A: be a nonempty closed convex set in R"; let 
xeR" be an arbitrary vector. If f:R" -^ R" is a continuous function, 
then there exists either a solution to VI(K,f) or an exceptional family 
of elements for VI{K,f) with respect to x. 
Proof. We assume that VI{K,f) has no solution and prove that there 
exists an exceptional family of elements for VI(K,f) with respect to x. 
We construct the homotopy function H:R"*^ -^ R" by 
H(x,t) = x-i-P,it(x-i-fix-i))l t^mi (2.3.3) 
Let D^={xeR" :\\x\\<r}, where /->0. 
Then, we have the following result; 
Result A: For every r>\\P^(0)-x\\, there exist a vector x' edD^ and a 
scalar /, e[0,l] such that Q = H{x',t^). 
In fact, if this result (A) does not hold, then there exists r^ >\\ /'j^(0)-i|| 
such that 
0^{H,{x):xedD^^) = {H{x,t):xedDJ, for any / e[0,1]. (2.3.4) 
From (2.3.3) we have 
H{x,Q) = x-x-P^{0). (2.3.5) 
Since || Pj^.(0)-x||<r,, and H(x,Qi) is one-to-one, lemma (2.3.1) implies 
that |deg(//(x,0),£>,^,0)|=l. 
On the other hand, by the continuity of/and the property of projection 
operator P^i:), see E.H. Zarantonello [101], we know that 
H •.D^^y.[Q,\](zR"*^-^ R" is continuous; hence, it follows from lemma 
(2.3.2) and equation (2.3.4) that deg {H{.,t),Dr^,Q)\s independent of 
/ € [0,1]. Thus, we have 
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I degiHixM Z)^ , 0) |=; deg{//(x.O). I\ 0) = I. 
where H(x,\) = x-x-Pf,(x-x-f{x-x)), 
by (2.3.3). By lemma (2.3.3), there exist at least one point jc*e D^ 
such that Hix*-x,\) = 0; 
i.e., x*-x = P^{x*-x- fix*-x)), 
which implies that x*-xeK; hence, it further implies, together with 
lemma (2.3.4), that x*-x is a solution to VI{K,f). This contradicts the 
assumption that F/(A^,/)has no solution. Thus, the result (A) holds, 
which yields 
x' -x = P^it^ix'-i-f{x'-i)))^K. (2.3.6) 
This shows that x' -x is the unique solution to the following convex 
program: 
mmi\/2ny-[t,ix' -i-fix' -mf . 
yeK 
Thus, by P.H. Clarke [25], we have 
-mx' -x) + i\-t^){x' -x)]{x' -i)]^N,ix' -i). (2.3.7) 
Since VI(K,f) has no solution, we have H(x-x,\)^0, which together 
with (2.3.6) implies that /, ;tl. On the other hand, from the resuh (A), 
we have that 
\\x'\\=r>\\P,(0)-il 
which together with (2.3.6) implies that t^^O. Therefore, /, 6(0,1). 
Noting that Hx'||^Qc,r->oo[by||x'||=r] and that x"-xeK, [by 
equation (2.3.6)], we see from (2.3.7) that {x'}^ (^, is an exceptional 
family of elements for VI(K,f) with respect to jc. 
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2.4 EXISTENCE THEOREMS: 
We shall discuss two existence theorems to weaken the conditions 
of proposition (2.1.1). We introduce first the following concept. 
Deflnition 2.4.1: The function/is said to be (strictly) q-copositve on 
the set SQR" if there exists a vector q^R" such that x' [/(x) - q]{>) > 0 
holds for all xeS. 
Clearly, if q=/{0), then the concept of (strict) ^-copositive 
reduces to the standard one of (strict) copositivity, see J.J. More' [61 ]. 
Now, we shall generalize proposition (2.1.1). 
Theorem 2.4.1: Let / : /?"->/?" be a continuous function and let 
KczR" be a nonempty closed convex set. Let the following conditions 
be satisfied: 
(i) / i s strictly q-copositive on S(S is defined in proposition (2. L1)): 
(ii) there exists a mapping c:R^^R such that C(A)^OO as A.^ -oo such that 
x'[fO^)-q]>ciX)x'[nx)-q] (2.3.8) 
holds for all jc€Cone(.^), with ||x|| sufficiently large and 
sufficiently large X,>0; 
(iii) there exists a vector xeK such that x^f{x' -x) < 0 holds for any 
jcei?" with x-x&K and ||x-jc|| sufficiently large. 
Then, there exists no exceptional family of elements with respect to x; 
hence, there exists a solution to VI{K,f) and the solution set is 
compact. 
Proof: Assume that VI{K,f) has no solution. Then, theorem (2.3.1) 
indicates that there exists an exceptional family of elements, denoted 
by {x^}, for VI(K,f) with respect to jc. From definition (2.3.1), it 
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follows that ||x''||->oo as /•->oo, x'-xeK, and there exists ,^ e (0,1) 
such that, for any r > 0, 
- [fix' -x) + i\-t^ )ix' - X)] eN,(x'-i). 
By using the definition of normal cone (see Zhaoo and Isac [105]), the 
above relation yields 
iy-ix' -x)V[-fix' -i)-i\-t^)ix' -x)]<0, V yeK. 
Let y:=xeK. Then, for any sufficiently large r, the above inequality 
leads to 
ix' -xffix' -x)<i''fix' -x) + {\-(^)i-(x' -x)-i]-t^)\\x' -xf 
<(\-tMi\\\\x'-i\\-\\x'-ir] 
= -(}-0\\x' ~i\\[\\x' -i\\-\\i\\]<0, (2.3.9) 
where the second inequality follows from condition (iii) and the third 
inequality follows from ((A:''J(^OO as A-->OO. On the other hand, since 
x'^-xeK, if 
we take x:=(x'' -x)/\\x' -x\\ and X:=\\x'-x\\, 
then (2.3.8) gives 
(;c' -iYlfix' -x)-q]>ci\\x' -i||)(x^ -xflfiix' -x)/\\x' -x\\)-q], (2.3.10) 
where r is sufficiently large. Without loss of generality, assume that 
ix'-x)/\\x'-x\\-^x; 
then, II 3c 11= 1. Noting that x' -xe K, we have further that x e0*{K), see 
R.T. Rockafellar [86]. Thus, xeS. Next, we prove that it is impossible 
fo r / t o be strictly ^-copositive at 5c, which contradicts the hypothesis 
condition. The inequality (2.3.10) implies that 
liminf(x' -xffix' -x)/[\\x' -i\\c{\\x' -x\\)] 
r->oo 
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> Iim(A-^  - i ) ' L/{(A-' - A-)/ !l x' -XII) - ^ ] / II x^ - i l l 
+ lim(A-^-;-) '<?/c(| |x^-x| |) | |x^-i-ll (2.3.11) 
= {xy[fix)-g]. 
Combining (2.3.9) with (2.3.11) yields 
(.x)'lf(x)-q] <\\mmf{x'-iyfix'-i)/[\\x'-i\\c(\\x'-i\\)]<0. 
This indicates that / is not strictly ^-copositve at x, this is a 
contradiction. Hence, VI{K.f) has a solution. 
Now, we prove that the solution set is compact. Since the 
solution set of VI(K,f) is closed by the continuity of/ , we need to 
show only the boundedness of the solution set. Assume that the 
solution set is unbounded: then, there exists an unbounded solution 
sequence {x''}a^K where peP^^il,!,...}; that is, we have 
II jc'' ||-> <»,/,-> 00, and 
(y-x''yf(x'')>0, yyeK and peP. (2.3.12) 
We construct a sequence {>•''}; i.e., for anyp > 0, 
let y'':= x''+ x; 
then, y'' ^CO,p-^CO, and y''-xeK. 
Let (y''-x)/\\y''-i\\-^y: 
then, y eS . If we take y:= x, 
then it follows from (2.3.12) and condition (iii) that 
iy" - xVfiy" -x)< x'fiy" - x) < 0, for all sufficiently large p eP. 
Thus, similarly to (2.3.11), we have 
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0>l\mmf(y''-xy f(y''-i)/\\x''-i\\c(\\x''-i\\) 
which indicates that / is not strictly ^-copositive at y, this is a 
contradiction. Therefore, the solution set of VI{K,f) is compact. 
Remark 2.4.1: If ^=y(0), then condition (i) of theorem (2.4.1) reduces 
to condition (i) of proposition (2.1.1). If q=J{0) and if the condition 
"||x|| sufficiently large" is removed from condition (ii) of theorem 
(2.4.1), then condition (ii) of theorem (2.4.1) reduces to condition (ii) 
of proposition (2.1.1). If OeAT, then condition (iii) of theorem (2.4.1) is 
satisfied trivially, since we can take x = 0. These statements 
demonstrate that the conditions of theorem (2.4.1) are weaker than 
those required by proposition (2.1.1). In fact, each condition of 
theorem (2.4.1) is strictly weaker than the corresponding condition 
given in proposition (2.1.1). 
Theorem 2.4.2: Let f:R"^R" be a continuous function, and let 
KczR" be a nonempty closed convex set. Let conditions (i), (ii) of 
theorem (2.4.1) be satisfied as well as the condition below: 
(a) there is a scalar Pe(0,l) such that ^xeK for anyx&K with ||x|| 
sufficiently large. 
Then, the solution set of VI{K,f) is nonempty and compact. 
Proof: Assume that VI{K,f) has no solution. Then, there exists an 
exceptional family of elements, denoted by {x'^}, for VI(K,f) with 
respect to xeK. Similarly to the proof of theorem (2.4.1), we can 
obtain that 
\\mmf{x'-iy'f(x'-i)/[\\x'~i\\ci\\x'-i\m>ixy[f(x)-gl (2.4.1) 
r-xo 
where x :=\\m(x'-x)/\\x''-x\\eS, 
r-»oo 
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and [y-{x'-i)]'[-fix'-i)-i\-tJ(x'-i)]<0, "^yeK. (2.4.2) 
Since x'-x e K and \\ x'\\-> co,r-^ m, 
it follows from condition (a) of theorem (2.4.2) that there exists scalars 
p^  e (0,1) such that 
p,(Ar' -x)eK, for all sufficiently large r. 
Thus, if we take, y:=^^(x' -x), 
then for all sufficiently large r, (2.4.2) leads to 
ix' -if Ax' -i)<-{i\-ij/i\-^Mx' -xr<o, 
which together with (2.4.1) further yields 
(xy[fix)-q]<\m\nfix' -iYfix' -x)/\\x' -i\\c(\\x' -i\\)<0. 
r—Kx) 
This indicates that / is not strictly qr-copositive at 3c, this is a 
contradiction. Hence, VI(K,f) has a solution. 
Now, we prove the compactness of the solution set. It suffices to 
show the boundedness of the solution set. On the contrary, assume that 
the solution set is unbounded; then, there exists an unbounded solution 
sequence {y}, wherepeP={ 1,2,...}; that is, we have 
II x'' | | - > o o , p -^<x>, 
and {y-x'')f{x'')>0, "^yeK and peP. (2.4.3) 
Noting that x'' e K and || x'' ||-> c», p -> oo 
we conclude from condition (a) of theorem (2.4.2) that there exists 
scalars p^ 6(0,1) such that p^x'' eK for all sufficiently large/?. Thus, if 
we take y:=^pX'', then for all sufficiently large p, equation (2.4.3) 
leads to 
(x''yf(x'')<0, for all sufficiently large p e P . (2.4.4.) 
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Assume that x''/ \\x''\\-^ x'; then, x° e S . Similarly lo (2.4.1), it is easy 
to see that 
(^'')'[/(^")-^]<liminf(A-'')'/(^'')/il-v''||c(|U''(|). (2.4.5) 
Combining (2.4.5) with (2.4.4), we have 
(xynx')-q]<o, 
which indicates that / is not strictly ^-copositvc at x , this is a 
contradiction. Therefore, the solution set of VI{K,f) is compact. 
Remark lA.l-.UQeK, then for any X^A: with jc^ O^, there exists a scalar 
pe(0,l) such that ^xeK, since [0,x]c K or [x,0]c K by the convexity of 
the set K. Thus, condition (a) of theorem (2.4.2) is weaker than the 
condition Oe A:. In fact, condition (a) of theorem (2.4.2) is strictly weaker 
than the condition QeK. This can be seen from the following geometric 
discussion for condition (a) of theorem (2.4.2). 
Recall that Cone(A:) consists of all nonnegative linear 
combinations of elements of K and that 
Cone(/:) = Conv(ray(/;:)); (2.4.6) 
here, ray(A) is the union of the origin and the various rays (half-lines 
of the form {ky\ X.>0}) generated by a few nonzero vectors y&K\ 
Con\{K) denotes the convex hull of K, see R.T. Rockafellar [86]. Let 
dCont{K) denote the boundary of Cone(/r). 
Proposition 2.4.1: If 0^ K, then Conc{K) is a closed set if and only if 
there exists a scalar pe(0,l) such that ^xeK for any x& K with !|x|| 
sufficiently large. 
Remark 2.4.3: Let K be an unbounded closed convex set in R" and 
satisfy 
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(i) O^K; 
(ii) Cone{K) is a closed set. 
It is evident that there exists many sets which satisfy the above 
conditions. Thus, condition (a) of theorem (2.4.2) is strictly weaker 
than the condition OeK. 
2.5 CONCLUSION: 
(I) We give an example (2.2.1) to answer the open question 
presented by Y.B. Zhao [104]. This example shows that it is 
impossible to remove the condition OeA: from proposition 
(2.1.1) to assure the same result. It is not difficult to see that it is 
also impossible to remove condition (iii) and (a) of theorems 
(2.4.1) and (2.4.2) without destroying the result. 
(II) We give the new concept of exceptional family of elements and 
establish a theorem of the alternative for VI{K,f) over a general 
nonempty closed convex set. The method used in theorem (2.3.1) 
allows one to develop the other concepts of exceptional family 
of elements, which might be useful for further investigating of 
the solvability of F/(A:,/). 
(III) We develop two new existence theorems for VI(K,f), which are 
extensions of proposition (2.1.1) due to by Y.B. Zhao [104]. 
These results can also be viewed as generalization of the well-
known Mere's Existence Theorem for nonlinear 
complementarity problems. Each condition of our results is 
strictly weaker than the corresponding condition of proposition 
(2.1.1). However, we do not know whether or not the conditions 
given in this chapter can be further relaxed. 
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CHAPTER-3 
ITERATIVE METHODS FOR GENERAL MIXED 
QUASIVARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES 
3.1 INTRODUCTION: 
In this chapter, we use the equivalence between fixed-point 
problems and mixed quasivariational inequalities to suggest and 
analyze a number of iterative methods for general mixed quasi-
variational inequalities. We use this alternative formulation to suggest 
an inertial method, the convergence of which requires only the 
pseudomonotonicity property. However, to implement proximal 
methods, one has to find the solution implicity, which is itself a 
different problem. The extraresolvent methods overcome this difficulty 
by performing an additional step and a resolvent at each iteration. This 
method can be viewed as a predictor corrector method. M.A. Noor [65] 
has suggested and analyzed some two-step forward -backward splitting 
methods for solving various classes of variational inequalities in which 
the order of T and the resolvent operator has not been changed. We 
suggest and analyze a class of self-adaptive methods by modifying 
fixed-point equations involving a generalized residue vector. The 
searching direction in these methods is a combination of the 
generalized residue vector and the modified extraresolvent direction. 
These new methods are different from the existing one-step, two-step 
and three-step resolvent splitting methods. We prove that the 
convergence of this method requires the pseudomonotonicity of the 
operator. As special cases, we obtain a number of new methods for 
solving various classes of variational inequalities. 
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3.2 FORMULATIONS AND BASIC DEFINITIONS: 
Let H he a real Hilbert space, whose inner product and norm are 
denoted by (.,.> and || • || respectively. Let AT be a closed convex set in H 
and let T, g:H -^H be a nonlinear operators. Let (p(,): /fx/^->/?u{+oo} 
be a bifunction continuous with respect to both arguments. We 
consider the problem of finding we//such that 
{Tu,g{v)-g{u)) + (p{g{y),g{u))-<p{g{u),g{u))>0, ^g{v)eH, (3.2.1) 
which is called the general mixed quasivariational inequality. If the 
bifunction (p(.,.) is proper, convex and lower semicontinuous with 
respect to the first argument, then problem (3.2.1) is equivalent to 
finding we / / such that 
OeTu + d(^{g{u),giu)), 
which is known as finding the zero of the sum of two (more) maximal 
monotone operators and has been studied extensively in recent years. 
Forg = / , the identity operator, problem (3.2.1) reduces to 
(rM,v-w) + (p(v,«)-(p(«,w)>0, Vve / / . (3.2.2) 
Problem (3.2.2) is called the mixed quasivariational inequality. If 
(p(«,v)-(p(v), \fveH, then 
problem (3.2.1) is equivalent to finding ueH such that 
<r«,g(v)-g(w)) + (p(g(v))-9(g(w))>0, Vv€/f, (3.2.3) 
which is called the general variational inequality. It has been shown 
that a large class of obstacle, contact, free moving and equilibrium 
problems arising in regional, physical, mathematical science, circuit 
networks, engineering and applied sciences can be studied in the 
unified and general framework of problems (3.2.1) (3.2.2) and (3.2.3). 
If the bifunction 9(.,.) is the indicator function of closed and 
convex set K in H, that is. 
|0 , ifu^K. 
l-HD, Otherwise. <P(") = {! 
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then, problem (3.2.3) is equivalent to finding u e M , g{i<) e K such that 
(Tu,g(v)-g(u))>0, Vg(v)€/:, (3.2.4) 
which is known as the general variational inequality introduced and 
studied by M.A. Noor [71]. It turns out that a wide class of 
nonsymmetric and odd order free, moving and equilibrium problems 
arising in finance, economics, transportation, elasticity, optimization 
and operations research can be viewed as general variational 
inequalities (3.2.4), Forg = / , the identity operator, we obtain the 
corresponding classical variational in equality problems: in see M.A. 
Noor [70, 73, 74, 76]. 
We need also the following well-known results and concepts. 
Definition 3.2.1: The operator T.H^H is said to be 
(a) g-monotone, iff 
<r«-rv,g(«)-g(v))>0, Vu,veH: 
(b) g-pseudomonotone, iff 
(Tu,giv)-giu)}>0 implies (Tv,g{u)-g(v))<0, yu,veH. 
It is well-known, see Giannessi and Maugeri [36] that 
monotonicity implies pseudomonotonicity, but the converse is not true. 
This shows that pseudomonotonicity is a weaker condition than 
monotonocity. 
Definition 3.2.2: The bifunction (p(.,.) is said to be skew-symmetric iff 
(p(u,u)-9(M,V) -(p(v,«) + <p(v,v) > 0, Vu,ve H. 
Clearly, if the skew-symmetric bifunction (p(.,.) is linear in both 
arguments, then 
(p(«,w)>0, ^ueH. 
Infact, <p(u,u)-(p(u,v)-^(v,u) + <p(v,v) = g){u-v,u-v)>0, Vu.veH. 
Definition 3.2.3: Let A he a maximal monotone operator. Then, the 
resolvent operator associated with A is defined as 
J,(u) = (I + pAr\u), VueH, 
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where p>0 is a constant and / is the identity operator. 
Remark 3.2.1: It is well-known that, if the subdifferential 5(p(.,.) of a 
convex, proper and lower-semicontinuous function <p(.,.)* HxH^>Ru{+00} 
is maximal monotone with respect to the first argument, its resolvent is 
defined by 
j^„) =(/+pa(p(.,«))-' =(/+pa(()(«))-', 
where 5(p(u)= d(p(.,u), unless otherwise specified. 
The resolvent operator J^^^ has the following characterization. 
Lemma 3.2.1: For a given ue H,ze H satisfies the inequality 
<M-z,v-M> + p(p(v,«)-p(p(w,M)>0, Vve/ / , (3.2.5) 
if and only if u = J^^^^z, 
where y^ ,„) is resolvent operator and p>0 is a constant. 
3.3 ITERATIVE ALGORITHMS: 
In this section, we suggest and analyze a new iterative method 
for solving the general mixed quasivariational inequalities (3.2.1) and 
related optimization problems. For this purpose, we need the following 
results, which can be proved by using lemma (3.2.1). 
Lemma 3.3.1: The mixed quasivariational inequality (3.2.1) has a 
solution usH if and only if ueH satisfies the relation 
g(u) = J,as(")-pTu], (3.3.1) 
where p>0 is a constant. 
Lemma (3.2.1) implies that the mixed quasivariational 
inequalities (3.2.1) are equivalent to the fixed-point problem (3.3.1). 
This alternative equivalent formulation plays an important part in 
suggesting and analyzing several iterative methods for solving 
variational inequalities. This fixed-point formulation has been used to 
suggest the following iterative method for problem (3.2.1). 
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Algorithm 3.3.1: For a given u^eH, compute the approximate 
solution Mn+i by the iterative scheme 
g("«.i) = J^u.)\.g^K) - 9Tu„l n = 0,1,2, 
It is well known, see M.A. Noor [78] that the convergence of algorithm 
(3.3.1) requires the operator T to be both strongly monotone and 
Lipschitz continuous. These strict conditions rule out applications to 
many problems arising in pure and applied sciences. In order to 
overcome these drawbacks, several modified resolvent methods for 
solving the general mixed quasivariational inequalities (3.2.1) have 
been considered and studied. 
For a positive constant a, one can rewrite (3.3.1) in the 
following form: 
g(") = •^^u)[g(") - pTu + a{g{it) - g{u))]. 
This fixed-point formulation enables us to suggest the following 
iterative method. 
Algorithm 3.3.2: For a given u^eH, compute the approximate 
solution Mn+i by the iterative scheme 
^ ( « „ + l ) = - ^ , K „ ) [ ^ ( " „ ) - p 7 ' w » . 1 +0.nigi"n)-gi"n~l))l « = 1,2,3. . . 
which is known as the inertial proximal method. 
Note that, for a„ =0, algorithm (3.3.2) is the classical proximal 
method for solving (3.2.1), which is mainly due to M.A. Noor [72]. 
Using the technique of M.A. Noor, M. Akhter and K.I Noor [67], one 
can show easily that the convergence of algorithm (3.3.2) requires only 
pseudomonotonicity, which is a weaker condition than monotonicity. 
It is clear that, to implement (implicit) proximal methods, one 
has computed the solution implicity, which is itself a difficult problem. 
To overcome this difficulty, we use the technique of updating the 
solution by performing an additional forward step and a resolvent at 
each iteration according to the double resolvent. This technique has 
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been used to develop and suggest several one step, two-step, three step 
and four-step forward-backward splitting methods for various classes 
of variational inequalities and related optimization problems, see M.A. 
Noor [65, 66, 72, 77]. Using this technique, we write (3.3.1) in the 
following form: 
This fixed-point formulation is used to suggest the following method 
for(3.2.1) 
Algorithm 3.3.3: For a given UQ e H, compute the approximate 
solution Mn+i by the iterative scheme 
gi"n.\) = J^iujigi"^.)- pTw„], 
g K ) = J,HuJg^yn) - p^ y«]> 
g(yn) =J^uAS("n)-pTu„], A7 = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . . , 
which is known as the three-step predictor-corrector method. 
We remarks that, if the bifunction 
(P(M,V) = (p(v), Vw e H, then 
•/<p(„,=^,=(/ + p5(pr'. 
Consequently, algorithm (3.3.3) reduces to the following algorithm. 
Algorithm 3.3.4: For a given «<, e H, compute «„+! by the iterative scheme 
g(M„*i) = J^[giyVn)-pTyv„], 
g(}v.) = J,[giyn)-pTy„], 
giy„) = JM^n)-pTu„l /7 = o,i,2,.... 
or if g"' exists, by the iterative scheme 
giM„.^) = J,[I-pTg-']J^U-9Tg-']J,U-9Tg'']g{u„) 
g{u^^) = {I + pTg-Y{J^[I-9Tg-']J,U-9Tg-']J,[I-9Tg-']•^pTg-'}g{uJ,n=Q^a,. 
which is called the three-step forward-backward splitting method for (3.2.3). 
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These algorithms are similar to that of Glowinski and Le Tallec 
[39], which they suggested by using the Lagrange multiplier methods. 
It has been shown in Glowinski and Le Tallec [39] that three-step 
methods are more efficient numerically than one-step and two-step 
splitting methods. 
In this chapter, we suggest some new self-adaptive resolvent 
methods for solving the general mixed quasivariational inequalities 
(3.2.1) by modifying a technique updating the solution. Further, 
we define the residue vector R(u) by 
R(u):=giu)~g{w) = giu)-J^^,[giy)-pTy], (3.3.2) 
where giw) = J^,,[giy)-pTy], (3.3.3a) 
giy) = '^,asi")-pTu]. (3.3.3b) 
It is clear from lemma (3.3.1) that (3.2.1) has a solution we / / is 
the zero of the equation 
Riu) = g(u)-J^^^^[g(y)-pTy] = 0 (3.3.4) 
For a constant y e (0,2), equation (3.3.4) can be written as 
g(u) + pTu = g(u) + pTu - yR{u). 
This fixed-point formulation is used to suggest and analyze a new 
iterative resolvent method for solving (3.2.1). 
Algorithm 3.3.5: For a given UQ&H, compute the approximate 
solution Mn+i by the iterative scheme 
8(M.^\) = gi»n)-^?Tu„-pTu„^^ -y„R{u„\ « = 0,1,2, 
For yn=l, the above iterative scheme can be written as 
^(«„.l) = (/ + p7g-')-'{^<p<„„)[g(:^'„)-p7>J + P^M„}, « = 0,1,2 
which can be considered as an operator-splitting method. 
Using essentially the techniques and ideas of M.A. Noor [72], 
one can show that the convergence of algorithm (3.3.5) requires only 
the monotonicity of the operator T. 
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We suggest now another resolvent method by using the 
technique of the implicit resolvent equations. It is well known, in see 
M.A. Noor [78] that (3.2.1) is equivalent to finding Z,M e H such that 
which are known as the implicit resolvent equations. By suitable 
rearrangement of terms and using (3.3.4), we can rewrite the implicit 
resolvent equations as 
/?(«)-pr« + prg-'y^Jg(3;)-p7>] = 0. (3.3.5) 
Using lemma (3.3.1), it is clear that t/e // is a solution of (3.2.1) 
if and only if ue H is a root of equation (3.3.5). Thus, for a positive 
constant a, equation (3.3.5) can be written as 
g(u) = g{u)-aD,{u), 
where Z), (u) = R{u) - pTu + pTg-'j^,,,,[g(y) - pTy]. 
This fixed-point formulation allows us to suggest and analyze a new 
modified resolvent method for (3.2.1). 
Algorithm 3.3.6: For a given u^ e H, compute the approximate 
solution Mn+i by the following iterative scheme 
Step (i) Predictor step. Compute 
^(J^J = ^„„)[^("„)-P"?""„]. 
where p„ (prediction) satisfies 
9„{Tu„ -Tg-'J^,„\g{y„)-pJy„lR{u„)) < a || Riu„)\\\ a e (0,1). 
Step (ii) Corrector step. Compute 
g("„.i) = gi^'n) - a„ A («„ I n = 0,1,2,.... 
where 
/),(«„) = R{u„) - p„Tu„ + P,.Tg-'J^„Jgiy„)- pjy„], 
a„=o\\Riujf/\\D,iu„)\\\ 
where a„ is the step size, which depends upon the implicit resolvent 
equations. 
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Using the technique of M.A. Noor [73], one can study the 
convergence criteria of algorithm (3.3.6). For 
(P(M,V) = <P(V), V w e / / , 
algorithm (3.3.6) reduces to new improved versions of the previous 
known algorithms for solving general mixed variational and 
optimization problems. 
We consider now another self-adaptive resolvent method for 
solving (3.2.1). For a positive constant a, we rewrite the equation 
(3.3.1) in the form 
giu) = g(u) - a{giu) - J^Jg(y) - pTy] + pTg-'J^Jgiy) - pTy]} 
= g{u)-a{R{u) + pTg-'j^„,[g{y)-pTy]} 
= g(u)-adiu), (3.3.6) 
where d(u) = R(u) + pTg-'j^^Jg{y) - pTy]. 
We use this fixed-point formulation to suggest and analyze the 
following iterative method for problem (3.2.1). 
Algorithm 3.3.7: For a given u^eH, compute the approximate 
solution w„+i by the following iterative scheme 
Step (i) Predictor step. Compute 
g{y„)-J.u.Mu„)-pJu„l A7 = 0,l,2 (3.3.7) 
where p„ (prediction) satisfies. 
9„{Tu„-Tg''j^„^,[g{y„)-pJy„lR{u„)) 
Step (ii) 
<o\\R{u„)\\\ae{OM 
Corrector step. Compute. 
giMn^x) =.?(",.)-«,,«'("»). " = 0.K2, 
where 
diu„) = R{u„) + pJJ^^^jlgiyJ- P„7>J, 
a„=(Riu„),Diu„))/\\d(u„)\\\ 
(3.3.8) 
(3.3.9) 
(3.3.10) 
(3.3.11) 
D(u„) = Riu„)-pJu„+pJg''j^,Jgiy„)-pJyJ, (3.3.12) 
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where a„ is the corrector step size, which depends on the implicit 
resolvent equations (3.3.5). 
If (p(.) is an indicator function of a closed convex set K in H, 
then J^„)=P^-, the projection of ^ onto K. Consequently, algorithm 
(3.3.7) reduces to the following modified projection-type method for 
solving general variational inequalities (3.2.4). 
Algorithm 3.3.8: For a given u^eH, compute the approximate 
solution u„^^ by the following iterative scheme 
Step (i) Predictor step. Compute 
giy„) = ^ ("„)-a„^,(wJ, " = 0,1,2,... 
where 
Step (ii) Corrector step. Compute 
^(«„.,) = giu„)- a„ J, («„), n = 0,1,2,.. 
where 
a„={\\R,iu„)\\\D,(u„))/\\d,{u„)\\\ 
d,{u„) = R,iu„)+pJg-'PA8(yJ-PnTyJ, 
D,iu„) = R^(u„)-p„Tu„+pJg-'P,[g(.y„)-pTy„], 
R^iu) = giu„)-P[g(y„)-p„Ty„]. 
For suitable and appropriate choice of the operators T and g, the 
bifunction (p(.,.) and the space H, one can obtain a number of new 
iterative methods for variational inequalities. 
3.4 CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS: 
In this section, we study the convergence analyze of algorithm (3.3.7). 
For this purpose is need the following results. 
Theorem 3.4.1: Let ueH be a solution of problem (3.2.1). If T:H -^H 
is g-pseudomonotone and the bifunction is skew-symmetric, then 
(g(u)-g(u),cliu)}>{l-a)\\Riu)\\\VueH. (3.4.1) 
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Proof: Let u e Hhe a solution of problem (3.2.1). Then, 
(Tu,giv) - giu)) + ipigiv),giu)) -(p(g(«),giu)) > 0, Vv e / / , 
implies <7V,g(v)-g(«)> + cp(^(v),^(«))-(p(^("),^("))>0, (3.4.2) 
since T is pseudomonotone. 
Taking g(v) = J^^,y[giy)-pTy] in equation (3.4.2), we have 
^ -MJ^u)[giy) - pTy],giu))+(pigiu),giu)) 
>o 
from which it follows that 
<g(«)-g(u),TJ^M(y) -P^^]> ^ <^(").7y^»,[gW - pTy]) -<p{g(u),g{U)) 
-^>(J,as(y)-pTy],giu)). (3.4.3) 
Setting z = giu)-pTu, u = J^^^^[g{y)-pTy], v = g(u) in equation 
(3.2.5), we have 
(J,iuMy) - PTy^ - Siu) + pTu, giu) - J,,Jgiy) - p7>]> + p<pigiu), J^^,,[giy) - pTy]) 
- p<i>{'^,^M(y) - pTyU^uMy) - P^^']) ^  o, 
which implies, using equation (3.3.2), 
(giu)-g(u),R(u))) 
> (Riu), Riu) - pTu) - p(p{g(u),J^,,[g(y) - pTy] 
+p^>i'f^M(y) - pTyU^.Miy) - p^y^)+P<^U,giu) - giu)) 
> (Riu), Riu) - pTu) - p(p(g(M), J,,„,[giy) - pTy]) 
+ P<P(^ ,(„,[^ (:v) - pTylJ^.,[giy) - pTy]). (3.4.4) 
Adding (3.4.3), (3.4.4) and using the skew symmetry of the bifunction 
(p(.,.), we obtain [using (3.3.8)] 
(giu) - giu), Riu) + p7y ,^„)[giy) - pTy]) 
> (Riu), Riu) - pTu + pTJ^,,[giy) - pTy]) 
= (Riu),Diu)} 
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>|| R{u) ip -piRiu), Tu - TJ^Jgiy) - pTy]). 
>(\-G)\\R{u)\\\ (3.4.5) 
This is the required result. 
Theorem 3.3.2: Let ueH be a solution of problem (3.2.1) and let w„+i 
be the approximate solution obtained from algorithm (3.3.7). Then, 
\\gi"„.,)-gimf^\giu„)-g{u)f-{\-cY\\R{u„)r/\\D(u„)f. (3.4.6) 
Proof: From (3.3.7), (3.4.1) and (3.4.5). we have 
II g(«„.,) - g(") IP =11 ^(«„) - ^(«) - a„t/(«„) IP 
<U(«„)-g(")lP -2a„{g{u„)~g(uldiu„)) + al \\d(u„)f 
<\\giu„)-giil)f -oi„{RiuJ,Diu„)) 
^\\g(uj~giu)f -a„(\-u)\\R(uJ\\' 
^ii^K)-^(«)lP-(l-cr)- ' | l^("„)ir/M("„)lP. 
This is the required result. 
Theorem 3.4.3: Let u e H be a solution of problem (3.2.1) and let w„+i 
be the approximate solution obtained from algorithm (3.3.7). If// is a 
finite-dimensional space and g'' exists, then lim(M„) = M . 
Proof: Let ueH be a solution of problem (3.2.1). From (3.4.6), it 
follows that the sequence {u„} is bounded and 
X (1-a)^ iii?("jir /ii^("„ r^\g(uo)-giu)\\\ 
which implies that lim j?(w„) = 0. 
n-»oo 
Let M be a cluster point of {u„} and let the subsequence {«„} converge 
to u. Since R(u) is continuous, so 
R{u) = UmR(u„) = 0, 
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and w is a solution of problem (3.2.1) by invoking lemma (3.3.1). 
Thus, it follows that 
It follows from the above inequality that the sequence {u„} has exactly 
one cluster point M and 
limg(«J = g(«), 
n-MO 
from which it follows that 
lim«„ = u, 
II—KO 
since g'' exists. 
This is the complete proof. 
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CHAPTER-4 
GENERALIZATION OF (S)[ CONDITION FOR 
VECTOR VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES 
4.1 INTRODUCTION: 
In this chapter, we have discussed the (S)\ condition to 
multivalued mappings in an ordered Housdorff topological vector 
space and drive some existence results for generalized vector 
variational inequalities associated with multivalued mappings 
satisfying the iS)\ condition. We generalize also an existence result for 
generalized variational inequalities of class (S)[ to barreled normed 
spaces. 
All topological vector spaces are real spaces. We consider 
generalized vector variational inequalities with associated mappings in 
a Hausdorff topological vector space Z. We fix once for all a closed 
convex cone CcZ such that C^Z and intC^(/>, where intC is the interior 
of C in Z. Note that C^Z if and only if intC dose not contain the zero 
vector. 
For any nonempty set X, let 2" be the family of all subsets of X. 
For two nonempty sets X and Y, a mapping T from X into 2^ is called 
multivalued mapping of Z into Y. The set {x,y)e XxY-.yeTix)} is 
called the graph of T, 
Note that a (single-valued) function T:X^>Y can be regarded also 
as a multivalued defined by xt->{Tix)}. By an abuse of notation, we 
still denote this multivalued mapping by T. With this convention, we 
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may formulate (vector) variational inequalities and generalized (vector) 
variational inequalities in single way. 
For any topological vector space X, let L{X, Z) be the family of 
all continuous linear mappings from X into Z. For any x&X and any 
1&{X,Z), the value l{x) of x mapped by / will be written alternatively 
(/,x). When Z = R,L{X,Z) is the topological dual space A'* ofX 
Let A" be a nonempty subset of a topological vector space X. The 
generalized vector variational inequality associated with a mapping 
T-.K^l"-^"^'^^ is the problem of finding {x,y)& K^L{X,Z) such that 
j)er(jc) and (j),M-jc)e(-intC)', for all ueK, 
where (-intC)*^ is the complement of -intC in Z. 
When r is a single-valued mapping from K into L{X,Z), problem 
GVVI{T,K) becomes the vector variational inequality associated with T, 
in short VVI{T,K). 
When Z = R and C is the set of all non-negative real numbers, 
VVI{T,K) is the usual variational inequality VI{T,K) and GVVI(T,K) is 
the generalized variational inequality GVI{T,K) associated with T. 
Theorem 4.1.1: Let A" be a nonempty convex and weakly compact 
subset of a reflexive Banach space B, and let T be a multivalued 
mapping from K into B* with the weak topology. Assume that: 
(i) T(K) is bounded and T(x) is a nonempty, closed and convex 
subset of B* for each xeK; 
(ii) T is upper semicontinuous and satisfies the (S)l condition. 
Then, GVI{T,K) has a solution. 
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Recall that multivalued mapping T from a topological space X 
into another topological space Y is upper semicontinuous if, for every 
open subset V of Y, the set {x&X: T{x) c= V) is open in X. 
The {S)\ condition for scalar (single-valued) operators was 
introduced by Isac and Gowda [47]; then, Cubiottio and Yao [30] 
extended it to scalar multivalued mappings. 
Our main results are proved by using a generalized KKM-Fan 
Theorem due to N. Shioji [89]. The Shioji Theorem is quite general. 
For our purpose, we need only a consequence of the theorem stated as 
follows. 
Theorem 4.1.2 [89]: Let /C be a nonempty compact and convex subset 
of a topological vector space X; let O, v|/ be multivalued mappings from 
K into a topological vector space. Assume that: 
(i) ^ is upper semicontinuous and ^{x) is nonempty, compact and 
convex for every xeK\ 
(ii) O is a ^-KKM mapping and O {x) is closed for every xe K. 
Then, fl 0(x) ^ f 
For two multivlaued mappings O and Hf as given above, O is 
called ^-KKM mapping. 
If v|/(co(£))= y (j>(x), for every nonempty finite subset E of K, where 
co(E) is the convex hull of E. 
4.2 PRELIMINARIES: 
In this section, we give some basic definitions and preliminary 
results that we need in the sequal. First, we recall the z;-topology 
defined in Chiang and Yao [20]. Then, we discuss the topology of 
simple convergence and topology of bounded convergence on 
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simple convergence and topology of bounded convergence on 
continuous linear mappings. For a full discussion on these two 
topologies, see Kothe [57], Narici and Beckenstein [64] an Schaefer 
and Wolff [87]. 
In this section, let X be a topological vector space. The set 
L{X,Z) of continuous linear mappings from A'into 2 induces a topology 
on X, called the £-topological on X, which is the topology having the 
sets r\U) as subbasis elements, where U is open in Z and 1&L{X,Z). 
Let XL be the space X equipped with the £.-topology. It is easy to see 
that Xc is a topological vector space. Note that Xc is Hausdorff it X is 
Hausdorff and locally convex, see Chaing and Yao [20]. 
A subset E of A^  is called £-open (£-closed. ^-bounded or £-
compact) if E is open (closed, bounded or compact) in Xc- It is clear 
that every L-open (or £-closed) subset of X is originally open (or 
closed) in X, but not conversely in general. Similarly, compact (or 
bounded) subsets of X are £-compact (or £-bounded). 
If a net {x^) in X converges to X in Xc, then the net is called £-
convergent to x and is denoted by x^ — ^ x . A simple argument shows 
that x „ — ^ x . if and only if</,;c„)-^</,A->, for all 1&L{X,Z). 
When Z=R, the £-topoIogy becomes the weak topology. So, the 
notation of £-compactness reduces to the notion of weak compactness 
and the £-convergence coincides with the weak convergence. We write 
x„ —"^-^x, when a net {x^} is weakly convergent to .v. 
Let f be a family of nonempty subsets of X and let A^ . be the 
family of 0-neighborhoods in Z. For every fe^^and every V eN., 
let [E,Vl ={fe LiX,Z): f{E) c V}. 
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The family {[E,V]^:Ee£ and VeN.} is 0-neighborhood base in 
LiX,Z) for a unique translation-invariant topology T(e). 
(a) If e is the family of all nonempty finite subsets of X, then T(e) 
is the topology of simple convergence (or the topology of point 
wise convergence). Let L^{X,Z) be the space LiX,Z) equipped 
with the topology of simple convergence. In this case, we write 
[E,Vl=[E,Vl. 
(b) If 8 is the family of all nonempty bounded subsets of X, then 
T(e) is the topology of bounded convergence. Lf(X,Z) be the 
space L{X,Z) equipped with the topology of bounded 
convergence. In this case, we write 
[E,Vl=[E,Vl. 
Note that £,(X,Z) and £g(X,Z) are Hausdorff topological vector 
spaces, since Z is Hausdorff topological vector space, in see Schaefer 
and Wolff [87]. Also, note that, if JSTand Z are normed space, the norm; 
/M|/||=sup{|/|(x)|:|x|<|} 
generates the topology of bounded convergence of L(X,Z); 
i.e., Lf(X,Z) is also a normed space. 
Remark 4.2.1: It is well known that every xeX includes a continuous 
linear mapping x* from C((X,Z) into Z defined by 
(x*,x) = (y,x), for y€LiX,Z). 
Note that, for any o-neighborhood [E,V]^ in L^{X,Z), we have 
[E,Vl=f] ix*riV). 
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Induced, y e [£, F], o (jc*,^ ;) = {y,x)eV, Vx e £ 
o>;ef | {x*r\V). 
xei; 
Since £ is finite, [E,V]^ is £-open in LiiX,Z) This proves that every 
open subset of L,(X,Z) is z;-open and is open in z:,(X,Z). Therefore, an 
^-compact (or compact) subset of z;^(A',Z)is compact in L^(X,Z). 
Similarly, an /^-bounded (or bounded) subset of £((X,Z) is bounded in 
L,(X,Z) 
Let {y^} be a net in L(X,Z) We simply write y^ -^y when {y^} 
converges in L^(X,Z) to yeL(X,Z) and write y^—'-^y when {>'^ } 
convergences in L^(X,Z) to y. Note that y^—'^y if and only if 
(ya' x) -^ (y^ ^ ) for every xeX. 
When Z=R the simple convergence is the usual weak-star 
convergence. We write Xl =L^(X,R) and write y^—"^^^y when {y^} is 
convergent in X* to yeX*. Similarly, we write Xl =L^{X,R). Note 
that X'f, is a Banach space when X is normed space. 
For later use, we relate as follows the (strong) convergence on X 
to the bounded convergence on L(X,Z), where Y = L^(X,Z) 
Proposition 4.2.1; Assume that X and Z are Hausdorff and locally 
convex with A'barreled. If {x^} is a net in .^converging to xeX, then 
jc* ->x* in £4(X,Z), where r = L^(X,Z). 
Proof: Without loss of generality, we may set x=0=x*. Let B be any 
nonempty bounded subset of Y and let V be any 0-neighborhood in Z. 
Note that B is equicontinuous at 0; see Schaefer and Wolff [87]. 
There is a 0-neighborhood U in .^ ^ such that 
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xeU and j^ e ;6 => (x'y) = (y..v) e I'. 
By assumption, there is an a, such that 
a > a,. => A-„ e t/ => <x* ,,v> e I', for all v e B; 
i.e., x'^ e [B, V]^, whenever a > a,. 
This is the complete proof. 
Proposition 4.2.2: Assume that X and Z are Hausdorff and locally 
convex with X barreled and let fi be a nonempty bounded subset of 
L^{X,Z). If {ix^,y^)} is a net in XxB with x^ -^xeX and y^—^ye 
£,(X,2), then 
\\m{y^,u-x^) = (y,u-x), for all iieX. 
a 
Proof: Let Vhe any 0-neighborhood in Z. 
Note that {ya,u-xj-{y,u-x) = <y„ -y,w-x) + {y^,x-xj 
and lim<y„.,,«-x> = 0, 
a 
since y^ —'—>y- On the other hand, since x^ -> x and 5 is bounded is 
£,(X,Z), there is an a^ such that: 
a >a„ => <y,Af-x„> = <x*-x^.j>€ V, for all >• e 5. 
implies that lim(y^,x-x^) = 0. 
a 
This is the complete proof. 
4.3 VECTORIAL {S)l CONDITION: 
To formulate the (S)[ condition, we need the limit superior or 
limit inferior of a net in Z introduced and studied by Chadli, Chiang 
and Huang [16] and Ansari, Yang and Yao [3]. 
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For a subset E of Z, let E be the closure of E in Z. The superior 
of E with respect to C is denoted by 
Sup(E,C) = {xeE:(x + mtC)nE = ^}, 
and the inferior of £ with respect to C is defined by 
lnf(E,C) = {xeE:(x-\ntC)nE = ^ }. 
Since C is fixed, we simply write 
Sup(E,Q^SupE, M(E,Q = lnf E. 
A standard argument shows that 
lnf(-E) = -SupE, 
and that SupE and InfE are closed, see Y. Chiang [22] and proposition 
(4.2.3). 
When Z-R and C is the set of nonnegative real numbers, Sup£ is 
either empty or a singleton for any nonempty subset E or R. If we use 
supjE to denote the usual supremum of E<zR, then 
Sup£ = {sup£}, 
when supE is a real number, while sup £=^ when sup £ = oo. 
For a net {xa}ae/ in Z, 
let A„ ={z^:fi>a}, for every a 6 /. 
The limit superior and limit inferior of {Za}^^, are defined respective!} by 
Limsupz„ =Inf (J Sup^ ,^ , Liminfz^ =Sup (J In£4„ 
1 
^a€/ 
Now, we are ready to state the {S)\ condition. To motivate the 
formulation, we recall first the definition given in Cubiotti and Yao [30] 
for multivalued mappings into the topological dual of Banach space. 
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Let K be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of a Banach 
space B. A multivalued mapping T from K into B* is said to satisfy the 
(S)l condition if, for any sequence {(x„,y„)}'^^^ in the graph of T with 
x„-^^x^K,y-^^^yeB*, \\msup(y„,x„) <{y,x), (4.3.1) 
{x„}"=i ^^^ ^ subsequence converging to x in norm. 
When r i s single-valued mapping, replacing y„ by T{x„) in (4.3.1), 
one obtains the (S)\ condition introduced by Isac and Gowda [47]. 
Now, we consider a topological vector space X. Let {JC„}"^ , be a 
sequence in X and let {>'„}"=, be a sequence in X*. Assume that 
;r„— '^xeX and y^—'^—^yeX*. Since 
l\m{y„,x) = {y,x), we have 
limsup(>'„,x„-x> = limsup<3^„,;c„>-lim<;/„,x> 
= limsup<>;„,j:„>-<>;,x), 
and limsup<;;„,x„><<> ,^jc> 
<r>limsup<>^„,A:„-x><0 
oiimlnf<>'„,x-x„)>0. (4.3.2) 
According to (4.3.2), we state the vectorial (8)1 condition as 
follows. Let K he a nonempty subset of X A mapping T-.K^yl^*"'^'^^ is 
said to satisfy the {S)\ condition if, for any net {{x^,y^)} in the graph 
of T with 
x„ -^^x 6 K,y, -^^y e L{X,Z), 
Liminf<;;„,x-jc„>c(-infC)^ (4.3.3) 
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{Xa} has a subnet {x^}such that x^ -^x in K. When T is single-valued. 
the (S)\ condition on Tis obtained by replacing v„ by r(x„) in (4.3.3). 
To obtain a more general version of theorem (4.1.1) the {S)[ 
condition described in Cubiotti and Yao[30] or Isac and Gowd [47] is 
called the sequential {S)l condition. 
The (5*)^ . condition generalizes the (5')^ . condition on operators 
introduced by F.E. Browder [15]. An operator T from a nonempty 
subset K of Si Banach space B into B* is said to satisfy the (5). 
condition if, for any sequence {x„}"^ , in K weakly convergent to xe K 
with 
limsup(T(x„),x„-x)<0, 
{x„}"^ , converges to x in norm. Isac and Gowda [47] have shown that 
an operator must satisfy the (sequentional) iS)l condition, if it satisfies 
the {S)\ condition. So, the class of operators satisfying the 
(sequential) (S)[ condition is sufficiently large. 
A vector version of the (5)^ condition was introduce by Chaing 
and Yao[20], which is stated as follows. An operator T from a 
nonempty subset A!^  of a topological vector space X into L(X,Z) is said 
to satisfy the (5)+ condition if, for any net {x^} in K, 
x^—^xeK and Uminf{T(x^),x-x^)<:z{~in\.Cy => x^-^ x eK. 
It follows immediately from the definition that, if an operator 
T:K-^LiX,Z) satisfies the (S)^ condition, then it satisfies the iS)[ 
condition. Recently, Y. Chiang [21] has introduced the (S)^ condition 
to generalized vector equilibrium problems. 
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4.4 EXISTENCE RESULTS: 
In this section, we shall prove our main existence theorem 
(4.4.1) for generalized vector variational inequalities associated with 
multivalued mappings satisfying the (S)\ condition. As a special case. 
we obtain an existence result for vector variational inequalities. 
Let AT be a nonempty convex and weakly compact subset of a 
reflexive Banach space B and let T be a multivalued mapping from K 
into B* with the weak topology and 5* coincides with the weak 
topology on Bl. Moreover, the weak boundedness of T(K) implies that 
T(K) is relatively weakly compact. Therefore, we consider a 
multivalued mapping from a convex z:-compact subset of X into a 
compact subset oi Ls{X,Z), where A'and Z are locally convex. 
Theorem 4.4.1: Assume that A'and Z locally convex topological vector 
spaces with X barreled. Let K he a nonempty convex and ^-compact 
subset of X and let T be a multivalued mapping from K into C^(X,Z) 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) T(x) is nonempty, closed and convex for every xe K. 
(ii) T(K) is contained in a compact subset of Ls{X,Z). 
(iii) T is upper semicontinuous and satisfies the (S)\ condition. 
Then, GVVI(TJC) has a solution. 
Proof: Note that Y= Ls(X,Z) is Hausdorff and that every T{x) is 
compact by condition (ii). Let!f(K) be the family of all nonempty finite 
subsets of i^. For every Ee^{K), 
let 0/^.,^£ : co{E) ->• 2"^ ^^ '"' be the mappings defined by 
0,..(u) = {ix,y)&co{E)^T{x):{y,u-x)^{-mxCY}, for u^co{E), 
"^E («) = {"} X T(u), for u e co{E). 
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First we prove that each O^ is T, -KKM mappings; 
i.e., for any nonempty finite set A = {Xj,x2, ,x^}czE, 
xeA 
Write any given w e co(A) as 
k i 
w = ^  tjXj, with all tj >0 and ^ ^ =1-
/=I 7=1 
Now, consider an arbitrary y e T{yv). 
k 
Since ^ /^(y,x^-M'> = 0 6(-intC)% 
by the convexity of-IntC, we have 
(y,Xj -w)e (-intC)', for samey. 
This proves that 
(w,y)eO,;(Xj)cz\J(^,(x). 
xeA 
Therefore, v|/^  (w) = {w} x r(w) c U O, (x), v|//. (co(^)) c \J O,. (x). 
xeA xeA 
Note that \\f^ is upper semicontinuous with compact values, see 
C. Berge [12] and that 
(Dt.(M) = T^.(co(£))nQ^(w), for all w€Co(£), 
where Q^iu) = {ix,y) e co(E)xY: (y,u-x) e (-intC)"}. 
Since ^^(co(£)) is compact, every Of;(u) is compact if Q,.(u) is 
closed. 
To prove that every Q^-{u) is closed, let {x^,y^)} be a net in 
Q (^w) converging to (x,y) in KxY: i.e, x^ ^>x and y^—^>'- Note 
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that .xeco(E), since co(£') is closed. Since T(K) is bounded in Y. it 
follows from proposition (4.2.2) that 
{y,u-x) = \'m\{y^,u-xje (-intC)' . 
a 
Therefore, every Q,.(u) is closed. 
If now follows from the Shioji theorem that, for every E^iFiK), 
f] 0^.{M) = <|), and that 
Si, ={(x,y)eKxY:yeTix) and <j>^ ,M-;c>e (-intC)% for all w eco(£)} ^ <]). 
For every Ee!f(K), let 5,. be the closure of Sg in X^xY. By 
assumption, T(K) is contained in a compact set DczY. Xc is Hausdorff, 
and so K is £-compact closed. 
Note that, for every Ee^(K), 
S,<zKxT(K)c:KxD, S.czKxD. 
Since for any E,E'ef(K), 
the family {S,.-: E e T{K)} has the finite intersection property. By the 
compactness of KxD inX^xY, 
To complete the proof by showing that let (x,y)eS is a required 
solution. 
For any fixed ueK, let U = {x,u}. Since {x,y)eS^, there is a net 
{ix^,y„)} in Sy such that x^ — ^ x and y^ —'—^y. By definition, we have 
{y^,{\-t)x + tu-x^)e{-\nxCy, for all a and for o<t<\. 
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In particular, we have 
<>'a'-^--»^a>e(-intC)%<3/„,M-x„>e(-intC)% for all a. 
The closedness of (-intC)", 
implies that Lim inf{y^,x-x^} cz {-'intCy. 
If follows from condition (iii) that there is a subnet {x.J of {x^} such 
that x^  ^ x in K. By proposition (4.2.2) again, we obtain 
{y,u-x) = lim<;/^,w-jc^>e(-intC)^ 
Since the group of T is closed in i^xF, see C. Berge [12], we have 
yeTii). 
This is the complete proof. 
For any given singlevalued mapping T: K -^ L^{X,l) 
f:K-^2^'** '^ be defined by f{x) = {T{x)}, for x&K. 
Since f is upper semicontinuous if and only if T is continuous, 
from theorem (4.4.1) we obtain the following existence result for 
vector variational inequalities. 
Theorem 4.4.2: Assume that X and Z are locally convex topological 
vector spaces with X barreled. Let K he a nonempty convex and in-
compact subset of A'and let T:K-^L^{X,'Z) be single-valued mapping 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) T(K) is contained in a compact subset of L^{X,Z). 
(ii) r i s continuous and satisfies the (S)l condition. 
Then, VVI(T,K) has a solution. 
Finally, we generalize theorem (4.1.1) to barreled normed spaces as follows. 
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Theorem 4.4.3: Assume that A" is a barreled normed space. Let AT be a 
nonempty convex and weakly compact subset of X and let T be a 
multivalued mapping from K into X\ satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) T{x) is nonempty, closed and convex for each xe^K. 
(ii) T{K) is contained in a weakly compact subset of X\. 
(iii) T is upper semicontinuous and satisfies the sequential {S)\ 
condition. 
Then, GVI(T,K) has a solution. 
Proof: Let D be a weakly compact subset of Xl containing T{K). Note 
that D is a compact subset of X], see remark (4.2.1). Let f{K) be the 
family of all nonempty finite subsets of K. From the proof of theorem 
(4.4.1), we conclude that, for every E e f{K), 
Sir{{x,y)eKxXl:yeTix) and {y,u-x)>0, for all u e co{E)} T^ (p. 
For every E e J{K), let S^ be the weak closure of S^- in X x Xl. 
Then, 5 / c /iTx D and 5 = f]s; ^ (j). 
We shall prove that any point {x,y) e 5" is a required solution. 
For any fixed ue K, let U = {x,u}. 
Since (x,y)sS^ and SJ is weakly compact, there is a sequence {(x„yj}'^^^ 
in Sy such that x„—"^^x and y^—'—^y, see G. K6the[57], by 
definition, we have 
(y„,0-0x + (u-xj>0, for all n and for 0<t<l. 
In particular, we have 
<ynX-x„)>0 and {y„,u-x„)>0, for all n. 
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implies that liminf<>'„,jc-A:„> > 0. 
The sequential (S)l condition implies that there is a subsequence 
{^ *(»)}r=i of {x„}Zi such that x^^„^ -^x in K. By proposition (4.2.2), 
{y,u-x) = \\m{y^ u-x )>0. 
n—¥<o 
Since the graph of T is closed in Kx Xl, we have y e T(x). 
This is the complete proof. 
Theorem 4.4.4: Assume that X is barreled normed space. Let A^  be a 
nonempty convex and weakly compact subset of X, and let T:K-^ Xl 
be an operator satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) T(K) is contained in a weakly compact subset of Xl. 
(ii) T is continuous and satisfies the sequential (S)[ condition. 
Then, VI{T,K) has a solution. 
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CHAPTERS 
GENERALIZED SET-VALUED STRONGLY NON-LINEAR 
MIXED VARIATIONAL-LIKE INEQUALITIES 
5.1 INTRODUCTION AND PRILIMINARIES: 
In this chapter, the auxiliary principle technique is extended to 
study the generalized strongly nonlinear mixed variational-like 
inequality problem for set-valued mappings without compact values. 
Moreover, the existence of solution of original problem and the 
convergence of iterative sequences generated by the algorithm are both 
derived. 
Let H he a. real Hilbert space whose inner product and norm are 
denoted by <.,.) and |).||, respectively. Let CB(H) be the family of all 
nonempty bounded closed subsets of H. Given the single-valued 
mappings N,r]:HxH-^H and the set-valued mappings T,A:H->CB{H), 
we consider the problem of finding ueH, weT(u), yeA(u) such that 
{N(w,y),Tji^,u)) + biu,v)-biu,u)>0, Vve/ / (5.1.1) 
where b(.,.): HxH->R satisfies the following properties: 
(i) b(.,.) is linear in the first argument; 
(ii) b{.,.) is bounded, that is, there exists a constant Y>0 such that, 
M«.v)<y||t/||llv||, Vu,ve// ; 
(iii) b(u,v)-b(u,w) < b{u,v-w), Vu, v, w&H; 
(iv) b(.,.) is convex in the second argument. 
Problem (5.1.1) is called the generalized set-valued strongly 
nonlinear mixed variational-like inequality, introduced and studied by 
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M.A. Noor [69] under the assumptions that T and A are set-valued 
mappings with compact values and then studied by Huang and Deng 
[44] under the assumptions that T and A are set-valued mappings with 
bounded closed values. 
Remark 5.1.1: 
(a) For arbitrary u,v&H, property (i) implies that -6(W,V)=6(-M,V) and 
property (ii) implies that b{-u,v) < Y||M||.||V||. Hence, we have 
|6(«,V)|<Y| |M|| . | |V| | , Vu,veH, 
biu,o) = b(0,v) = 0, \/u,veH. 
(b) It follows properties (ii) and (iii) that for all u,v, weH, 
b(u,v)-biu,w)^r\\u\\\\v-wl 
b(u,w)-b(u,v)<r\\u\\\\w-v\\. 
Therefore, 
\b{u,v)-b(u,w)\<y\\u\\ ||v-w||, \/u,v,weH. 
This implies that b{u,v) is continuous with respect to the second 
argument v. Note that b{.,.) is not necessarily differentiable. 
In 1997, M.A. Noor [69] extended the auxiliary principle 
technique suggested by Glowinski, Lions and Tremolieres [40] to study 
the existence and uniqueness of a solution of problem (5.1.1) where T 
and A are set-valued mappings with compact values. Then, Huang and 
Deng [44] also extended the auxiliary principle technique to study the 
existence and uniqueness of a solution for problem (5.1.1), where T 
and A are set-valued mappings with bounded closed values. However, 
in their main result, see Huang and Deng [44]. The mapping T is 
actually single-valued mapping. This observation follows directly from 
the following result. 
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Theorem 5.1.1 (59J: Let the operator A^  (.,.) be Lipschitz continuous 
with constant P>0 with respect to the first argument. If T is :W"-Lipschitz 
continuous with constant |i>0 and monotone with respect to the first 
argument of the operator N{.,.) and if 'miD{N{T{.),u)) ^ <j> for each fixed 
u&H, then N(T{.),u) cannot be multivalued in 'mtD(NT{.),u)), where 
D{N{T.),u)) is the domain of N(T (.),")• 
In this chapter, we will extend the auxiliary principle technique 
to study the generalized strongly nonlinear mixed variational-like 
inequality problem (5.1.1) for set-valued mappings without compact 
values. We prove first the existence of a solution of the auxiliary 
problem for problem (5.1.1). Then, by using this existence result, we 
construct the iterative algorithm for solving problem (5.1.1). Moreover, 
we show both the existence of a solution of problem (5.1.1) and the 
convergence of iterative sequences generated by the algorithm. We 
remark that our results modify and improve the main results, see 
Huang and Deng [44] in the following way: 
(i) our auxiliary problem for problem (5.1.1) is different; 
(ii) our convergence criteria are very different; 
(iii) by introducing the concept of strongly mixed monotonicity, we 
modify the original restrictions imposed, see Huang and Deng [44] 
on the set-valued mapping T and the single-valued mapping N. 
We recall the following definitions: 
Dennition 5.1.1: A set-valued mapping M.H-^CB{H) is said to be: 
(i) Lipschitz continuous if there exists a constant T>0 such that 
^(M(w),M(v))<x||M-v((, Vu,veH, 
where :?/(.,.) is the Hausdorff metric on CB{H); 
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(ii) strongly monotone if there exists a constant G>0 such that 
Definition 5.1.2: Let N:HxH->H be a nonlinear mapping and let 
T.A:H^>CB{H) be set-valued mappings. Then, 
(i) T is said to be strongly monotone with respect to the first 
argument of A'^  if there exists a constant ^>0 such that 
{N{w„.)-N{w,,.),u,-u,)>(:\\u,-u,\\\ 
Vw,, Wj e //, w, e r(M|), w, e T(uj); 
(ii) A^  is said to be strongly mixed monotone with respect to T and A if 
there exists a constant a>0 such that 
{Niw^,y^)-N(w2,y,),u^ -M,)>a||M| -w, ip, 
Vw,,W2 e H, 11', e T{u^), M', e HwjXj'i ^ (^"i)>>'2 ^ ^("2); 
(iii) 7v^  is said to be Lipschitz continuous with respect to the first 
argument if there exists a constant P>0 such that 
\\Niu„.)-N(u„.)\\<j3\\u,-u,\\, \fu,,u,^H; 
(iv) A'^  is said to be mixed Lipschitz continuous with respect to the first 
and second argument if there exists a pair of constants P, 4>0 
such that: 
\\N{u,,v,)-N{u„v,)\\<Mu, -u, ||+^|(v, -V, II, V«„v, e / / , /=1,2. 
Definition 5.1.3: A mapping T].HXH^H is said to be: 
(i) strongly monotone if there exits a constant a>0 such that 
{Tjiu,v)u-v)>a\\u-v\\\ Vu,veH; 
(ii) Lipschitz continuous if there exists a constant 8>0 such that 
||7(M,v)||<^||M-v||, Vu,veH. 
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Deflnition 5.1.4: Let A^  be a nonempty convex subset of H and let 
f.K^R. Then, 
(i) / i s said to be convex if. for any w.veATand for any ae [0 , l ] , 
/(aw + (1 - a)v) < a/(M) + (1 - a)/(v); 
(ii) / i s said to be lower semicontinuous on K if, for every ae/?, the 
set {w € A: : /(«) < a} is closed in K\ 
(iii) / i s said to be concave i f - / i s convex; 
(iv) / is said to be upper semicontinous on K if - / is lower 
semicontinous on K. 
We need also following assumption and results. 
Assumption 5.1.1 [44]: The mappings N,y\: HxH-^H satisfy the 
following conditions: 
(i) for all w,yeH, there exists a constant T>0 such that 
\\N(.w,y)\\<xi\\M'\\+\\y\\): 
(ii) ri(v,M)=-Ti(M,v), VM, veH: 
(iii) 'n(.,.) is affine in the second argument; 
(iv) for each fixed ueH, v-^r\ (u,v) is continuous from the weak 
topology to weak topology. 
Lemma 5.1.1 [17]: Let X be a nonempty closed convex subset of a 
Hausdorff linear topological space E and let ,^ i/r. XxX—>R be mapping 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) I//{x.y) < (^x,y), ^x.yeX, 
V^(x,y)>_0, VxeX; 
(ii) for each xeX, ^x,y) is upper semicontinuous with respect to y; 
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(iii) for each ^-eX, the set {xeX :if/(x,y) <0} is convex; 
(iv) there exists a nonempty compact set K<zXand Xo^K such that 
<f^(x„y)<0, \/yeX\K. 
Then, there exists yeK such that ^(x,y) > 0, \/xe X. 
Proposition 5.1.1 [63]: Let K he SL nonempty convex subset of a real 
Hilbert space H and let f:K->R be a lower semicontinuous and convex 
functional. Then,/is weakly lower semicontinuous. 
Remark 5.1.2: From proposition (5.1.1), we can see that, it f:K-^R is 
upper semicontinuous and concave, then / is weakly upper 
semicontinuous. 
5.2 AUXILIARY PROBLEM AND ALGORITHM: 
In this section, we extend the auxiliary principle technique of 
Glowinski, Lions and Tremolieres [40] to study the generalized set-
valued strongly nonlinear mixed variational-like inequality (5.1.1). We 
prove the existence of a solution of the auxiliary problem of the 
original problem (5.LI). By using the proof of this existence theorem, 
we construct an iterative algorithm for the generalized set-valued 
strongly nonlinear mixed variational-like inequality (5.1.1). 
Given ueH, weT(u),ysA(u), we consider the following problem: 
P(u,w,y) find zeH such that 
{z-u + pNiw,y),^(v,z)) + p[biu,v)-b{u,z)]>0, Vve / / , (5.2.1) 
where p>0 is a constant. Problem P{u,w,y) is called the auxiliary 
problem for the generalized set-valued strongly nonlinear mixed 
variational like-inequality (5.1.1). 
Theorem 5.2.1: Let the mapping r\:HxH^H he strongly monotone 
with constant CT>0 and Lipschitz continuous with constants 8>0; let the 
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function b(.,.) satisfy the properties (i)-(iv). If assumption (5.1.1) 
holds, then the auxiliary problem P(u,w,y) has a solution. 
Proof: Define the mappings ^,(fr.HxH-^R by 
<|)(v, z) = (v - « + pNiw, y), Ti(v, z) + p[b(u, v) - 6(M, Z)], 
V|/(v, z) = (^z-u + pN(w, y), r\{v, z)) + p[b{u, v) - b{u, z)], respectively. 
We will prove that the mappings ^ and i// satisfy all the 
conditions of lemma (5.1.1) in the weak topology. Indeed, since TI(.,.) 
is strongly monotone with constant a>0, it is clear that ^ and y/ satisfy 
condition (i) of lemma (5.1.1). Note that b(.,.) is convex with respect to 
the second argument and that r\i.,.) is affine in the second argument. 
Thus, it follows from remark (5.1.1) (ii) and assumption (5.1.1) (iv) 
that ^v,z) is weakly upper semicontinuous with respect to z. It is easy 
to show that, for each fixed zeH, the sets {ve H •.i//(v,z)<0} is convex 
and so the conditions (ii) and (iii) of lemma (5.1.1) hold. Now, let 
w = a-'(6||«||+py||M|l+p6T(||w||+||>.||)), 
K = {zeH:\\z \\< w}. 
Then, K is a weakly compact subset of H. For any fixed 
ze H\K,takevQ =oeK. From assumption (5.1.1), Lipschitz continuity 
and strong monotonicity oft] and remark (5.1.1), we have 
= {z-u + pN(w,y), rj(0,z)) + f^b(u,0)-(«,z)] 
= -(0 - z, 7(0, z)) - («, 77(0, z)> + p{N{w, y), 7(0, z)) + /7[6(M,0) - b{u, z)] 
<-a||z||^+J||M||||z||+;9^r(||w|| + ||:>.||)||z||+p;'||«||||z|| 
= -o\\z II [II z II -<7-'{S II u II +pdT(\\ w\\+\\y II) + py\\u ||)] < 0. 
Therefore, condition (iv) of lemma (5.1.1) holds. By lemma (5.1.1), 
there exists z e / / such that 
<l>{v,z)>Q, VveH, 
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that is , (v-M + pA^(w,>;),Ti(v,z) + p[ft(M,v)-/7(v.z)]>0, V v e / / . (5.2.2) 
For arbitrary te(0, l ] and veH, let 
X, =tv + {\-t)z. 
Replacing v by x, in (5.2.2), we obtain 
0<{x,-u + ^ N{yv,y),y\(,x,,z) + ^b{u,x,)-b{u,z)) 
= -{x, -M + ^N{w,y),y\il,tv-^(1 -t)z)) + {ib{u,tv + (1 -t)z) -b(u,z)] 
< -t{x, -u + pN(w,yX^{z,v)) + pt[b(u,v) -b{u,z)]. 
Hence, we drive 
{x,-u + pN(w,y),Tj(v,z)) + p{b{u,v)-b{u,z)] > 0. 
Letting ^->0*, we have 
(z - w + pN{w, y), Ti(v, z)) + p[b{u, v) - b{u, z)] > 0, Vv 6 H. 
Therefore, z e / / is a solution of the auxiliary problem V{u,w,y). 
This is the complete proof 
By using theorem (5.2.1), we now construct the algorithm for 
solving the generalized set-valued strongly nonlinear mixed 
variational-like inequality (5.1.1). 
For given u^eH, WQeT{uQ), yQeA{uQ), we know from theorem 
(5.2.1) that the auxiliary problem P(wo,wo,yo) has a solution u\, that is, 
{w, - Wo + P^C^o. yo). •nCv,", )> + p[6(Mo, v) - 6(Wo , " , ) ]> 0, Vv e H. 
Since WQeT(uo)eCB(H) and y^& A{u^)^CB{H), see Jr. S.B. Nadler [63] 
there exist w^ € T{u^) and y^ e A{uy) such that 
\\w,-w,\\<{\ + \)H{nu,),T{u,)), 
\\y,-y,\\<(} + \)H{A{u,),A{u,), 
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By theorem (5.2.1) again, the auxiliary problem /'(«,,M,,;,) has a 
solution M2, that is, 
{u2-Ui+ pNiw^,y^),T]iv,u^)) + p[b(u,,v)-b{u^,u^)]>0, \fveH. 
For w, eTCt/,) and >>, e/l(«,), see Jr. S.B. Nadler [63] there eixist 
W2 e Tiu^) and y2 € A{u2) such that 
||w,-M',||<(l + (K))//(r(«,),r(»,)), 
||j;,->;J|<(l+(K))//(A«,),^(«2)). 
By induction, we can construct the algorithm for problem (5.1.1) 
as follows. 
Algorithm 5.2.1: For given MQ ^ Z/^ , WQ e^Wo) and y^ e A(UQ), let the 
sequence {wj, {y„}, {uj in H,ri = 0,\,2,...., satisfy the following conditions: 
w„er(«J,||w„-w„,,||<[l + (l/(« + l))]//(r(i/„),r(w„,,)), (5.2.3a) 
y„eA{u„Uy. -y..^ ||<[1 + 0/(« + !))] H{A{u„), A{u„^,)), (5.2.3b) 
(«„,,-«„+pA^(w„,>'„),Ti(v,t/„„)) + p[K«„,v)-6(M„,w„,,)]^0' Vve//,(5.2.3c) 
where p>0 is a constant. 
5.3 EXISTENCE AND CONVERGENCE THEOREM: 
In this section, we prove the existence of a solution of a 
generalized set-valued strongly nonlinear mixed variational-like 
inequality (5.1.1) and the convergence of the sequences generated by 
the algorithm. 
Theorem 5.3.1: Let N:HxH->H be mixed Lipschitz continuous with 
respect to the first and second argument with a pair o constants P,^>0; 
let T,A:H->CB{H) be Lipschitz continuous with constant v,^>0, 
respectively. Let A'^  be strongly mixed monotone with respect to T and 
A with constant a>0; let T]:HXH^H be strongly monotone with 
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constant CT>0 and Lipschitz continuous with constant 8>0. Suppose that 
the function b(.,.) satisfies properties (i)-(iv). Further, suppose that 
assumption (5.1.1) holds and there exists a constant p>0 such that 
* = ^ , (53 . ,a , 
py/6 + 2A:<l,a>YCT/8 + ^ (Pv+^^)^-y^/6^)4*(l-A:), (5.3.1b) 
|p-(a-ya/5)/[(Pv + ^^)^-yV6^] 
V(a-Yg/6)'-((pv + 4n)'-Y'/5'))4^(l-A:) 
[(PV + ^ ^ ) ^ - Y V 5 ^ ] (5.3.1c) 
Then, there exist ueH,weTiu) and yeA(u) satisfying the generalized 
set-valued"strongly nonlinear mixed variational-like inequality (5.1.1) 
and, for n-^co, u„ -> «, w„ ->• w, y„ -> y, 
where the sequences {u„},{wj,{y„} are defined by algorithm (5.2.1). 
Proof: By (5.2.3), for any v e / / , we have 
(« „ - " „ - i+P^K-p:v „ . , ) ,T i (v ,w j ) + p[Kw„_,,v)-6(«„.,,M„)>0, (5.3.2) 
{"«-.! - "« +pNiw„,y„),^(v,u„^,)) + p[b(u„,v)-biu„,u„^^)]>0, (5.2.3) 
Taking v = «„^ , in (5.3.2) and v = u„ in (5.3.3), respectively, we get 
("„ -« „ - . +P^(>«'„-i»:v„-,),Ti(«„^,,Mj) + p[6(«„_,M„,,)-Z)(M„_,,«J]>0 (5.3.4) 
{"«+. - "« + P^(w„, JJ'^  X Tl(«„, w^,)) + p[6(M„, M„) - A(w„, M„,,)] > 0, (5.3.5) 
Adding (5.3.4) and (5.3.5), we obtain 
(«H+i - " „ ' •n(«„, "„+i)) ^ ("„ - "„-p ^("^, «„^,)) 
- P{^(H'„ , J^ n) - A'(vf„_,, :>'„_,), TI(M„ , M„^ ,)) 
+ pb{u„_, -u„,u„) + pb(u„ - w„_,, u„,,); 
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thus, 
("„ - "«^ i > •n("„ >"„.,)) S («^ „-, - w„ - pN{w„_,, >'„_,) - N{w„,jv„)), r\{u„, u„^,)) 
+ p[*("„ - w„-P "„)-*("„-"„- , , "„ „)] 
^ (",,-1 - ",, - P(^(^',,-i. yn-^) - N{yv„, y„)), r!(M„, M„^ , )) 
+ p6(?/„-w„.,,u„-M„^,). (5.3.6) 
Since T|(. , .) is strongly monotone with constant a>0 and Lipschitz 
continuous with constant 5>0, from (5.3.6), we derive 
^{"„-«„.pn("„,"„.i)> 
^1 «„-i - " „ -P(^(^„-M>•„-,)-^0*'»'3^«)) IIII Ti(«„,"„.,)!! +py II "„ -«„_, IIII w„ - " „ . , II 
^ 5II M„_, - M„ - P(7V(H'„. , , y„_,) - A^(w„, y„)) || || u„ - «„„ || +py || M„ - w„., || || M„ - w„,, ji, 
w h i c h i m p l i e s 
\\u„-u„,,\\<iS/a)\\u„_,-u„-piNiw„_„y„_,)-Niw„,y„))\\Hpr/a)\\u„_,-uJ\ 
(5.3.7) 
By the mixed Lipschitz continuity of A'^  with respect to the first and 
second argument and by the ^TT-Lipschitz continuity of the mappings 
T^, we obtain 
\\Niw„_„y„_,)~Niw„,y„)\\<M^n-^ -^„ Il+^ll3'„., -y„ II 
< fiil + (1 / r,))HiT{u„_,), T(u„ ) + ^ (1 + (1 / n))H(A(u„_,), Aiu„ ) ) 
< pv(l+ (!/«)) II t/„., -u„ II H^(1+(!/")) II "„-, -«„ II 
= (PV+4M)(1 + (1 /A7)) | |M„. , -MJ | . (5.3.8) 
From (5.3.8) and the strongly mixed monotonicity of A^  with respect to 
TandA, we get 
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+pMl^K-p>'„-,)-A^K,;^jr 
^l"„- . - « „ II' - 2 p a | | «„_, -u„ f +pH^v + ^ yif(] + \/ny || «„_, -w„ |!^  
= (\-2pa + p'ifiv+<^MyO + ^/")')\\u„.,-uJ\\ (5.3.9) 
It follows from (5.3.7) and (5.3.9) that 
\\u„-u„,, ||<(6/a)[l-2pa + p'(Pv + ^ ^l)^(l+(l/«))=]' || w„_, -u„ \\ 
+ p(y/a)||w„.,-MJI, 
which implies 
II«„-«„., P 0 J ! " „ - , - " J l , (5.3.10) 
where e„ =(5/a)[/„(p) + p(Y/6)], 
/„(P) = V'-2pa + p'(Pv + ^ ^)'(l+(l/"))^ . 
Letting e = (6/p)[r(p) + p(y/5)], /(p) - Vl-2pa + p-(Pv + ^ ^)-, 
we can see that /„(p) -> t(p) and 6„-^6, as n ^  oo 
Note that 
e<l<::>/(p) + p(y/6) + 2)t<l, 
where k = (S~a)/2S. 
Now, it follows form condition (5.3.1) that 9<1. Hence, there are 
a positive number 0o<l and an integer no > 1 such that 9n < Oo*^ ! for all 
n>«o. Therefore, it follows from (5.3.10) that {«„} is a Cauchy 
sequence in H and we may assume that M„ -^ M strongly in W^^  as « -> oo. 
Since Tand A are both Jf-Lipschitz continuous, by (5.2.3), we have 
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II w„ - w„,, ||< [1 + !/(«+i)]//(r(«„),r(w„,,)) 
<[l + l/(/7 + l)]v II «„-«„„ II, 
II y. - y„.^ 11^  [1 + !/(« + mH{A{u„), A{u„,,)) 
< [1 + 1/(« + !)]//II «„-«„,, II. 
Therefore, {w„} and {>'„} are also Cauchy sequences in H. Let w„-^w 
« 
and y„-^y as n-»oo. Since w„ er(w„), we have 
^KT-CM)) ^I W-M'„ II +c/(>v„,r(«„))+//(r(Mj,r(w)) 
<||M'-M'„ | |+v| |«„-w||->0, as n->-oo. 
Hence, we conclude that w e T{u). Similarly, we can obtain y e A{u). 
Since N{w„,y„)-¥N{w,y) strongly in //,T|(V,M„^,)^T|(V,W) weakly in H, 
K"«'"«+i)^*(">") ^^^ b{u„,v)-^b{u,v), as «^oo , we deduce from 
(5.2.3) that 
(M - w + yoA^Cw, 7), 77(v,«)) + /7[6(w,v) - b{u, u] > 0, Vv e / / , 
that is, 
{N{w, y), Ti(v, u)) + 6(M, V) - b{u, u) > 0, Vv e / / . 
This is the complete proof. 
Example 5.3.1: Let H=I^ and, for any X G / ? ^ letx=(xi,A:2). 
Consider 
N,r]:R^xR- ^R^; T,A-R' -^CB{R^); , b : R^ x R'--^ R, 
where 
N(x,y) = 4y-x, 
r\(x,y) = x-y, 
r(x) = K,x ,+l]x{0}, 
Z>(x, y) = (jr, 7), respectively. 
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Then, we have 
(i) N is mixed Lipschitz continuous with respect to the first and 
second argument with constants p=l and ^=1; 
(ii) r and A are Lipschitz continuous with constants v=l and ^i=l, 
respectively; 
(iii) A^  is strongly mixed monotone with respect to T and A with 
constant a=3; 
(iv) T| is strongly monotone with constant c=l and Lipschitz 
continuous with constant 8=1; 
(v) b satisfies properties (i)-(iv) with y=l. 
After simple calculations, condition (5) reduces to 
0 < p < l and |p-2/3 |<2/3, 
i.e., 0 < p < i . 
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